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St Leger Chapter History January 2013
13th January Curry Night, 26 members filled their faces.
21st Social Night, postponed due to snow.

28th Social Night, Just very very wet

Excellent meeting, Rideout Quiz by Martin and Road Captains meeting, to plan this
year’s trips.
Here are the quiz questions:
1.Where do you find the ride-out info…………Ride-out section on forum.
1pt
2.What two things should you arrive with at the meeting
point………………..Empty bladder and full tank. 2pt

3.How long should you stay at a designated drop off……………………..Until
a member of the Road Crew arrives. 1pt
4.What colour vests are worn by the Road crew……………….Yellow. 1pt
5.Who is in charge of the ride-out…………………….Road Captain of the
day. 1pt

6.Are you allowed to stop the traffic…………..No, police only or appointed
person by the police. 1pt
7.Where does Bob keep his Map………………….He has’nt got one. 1pt
8.Where are the telephone numbers…………..Forum under members
mobile telephone numbers 1pt
9.If you get lost what should you do……………….Use the telephone
numbers. 1pt

10.What is the recommended safety gap from the person in front of
you…………..2 seconds 1pt
11.Where is the destination of the 1st ride-out of
2013………….Mablethorpe motorcycle festival. 1pt

12.If a ride is cancelled where do you look for information……….Ride-out
section on forum. 1pt
13.If a horse is getting worried what should you do…………………….Pull
over, turn off your engine. 1pt
14.You are the drop off at a right turn, what should you do for route
marking…….Indicator off, right arm pointing. 2pt

15.What should you do if you want to leave the ride-out………….Pull over,
wave past the group and indicate to the Road Crew back marker that you
are leaving the ride. 1pt
16.Not including me, name three Road Captains not chapter
officers……………Stuart P, Steve G,
Graham Rolly Brick, Robert/Liz,

Mally, Loonie Sue, Geoff Wizard, DoubleT Tom, Don, Charlie, Bob/Carole,
Bazz, MOJO. 3pt
17.What two flags were on Wiggy Sue’s bike at market
day…………England and Yorkshire. 2pt

17a.On Bob's ride to Grassington, how many people were on the rope
bridge.......13. 1pt

18.On Malc’s tour of Hessle 2012, a member of the public complained
about what……Loud music and, loud pipes on Kevin and Lesleys Softail
black in colour with shiny wheels and large ape hangers. 1pt
19.What unique vehicle went around Cadwell Park at last year’s rally
ride-out…….Sidecar. 1pt
20.When SWFC played Hull, what was the score………1-3 to SWFC.

1pt
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4th Bowling Night
Ian said “ Great bunch of people at tonight’s game and well done to Tom’s son Jamie.
Hard luck to the Little One losing your title, third place was Mel from the old dealers
and joint second was Billy and Mick’s son in law Mic.
Thanks for coming XX”
18th Social Night Glasshouse
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3rd Safety Day and lunch at the Glasshouse
Organised by Ady and Martin, a safety talk by the police and then some guidance for
rideouts by Martin.
Followed by a slap up lunch and chinwag.
16th Mablethorpe Motorcycle Festival
Just had a text from Allen at Aire Valley thanking us for a soooper day out, we could
well have another joint ride later in the year.

The weather could have been kinder to us but I enjoyed the day all the same, the pond
at Willingham was the first time I've seen that and a quick detour overcame the
situation, the cafe at the boating lake will be missed next time I think or we'll take our
own brown sauce. The sun made a welcome appearance on the way back allowing us
to arrive home dry at least, just enough time to get the grime off the bike ready for
Sunday while it was still daylight.
Thanks to Kevin/Lesley and Tom for the back marking, no-one got lost and it all
worked out very well indeed, the new rider was feeling it a little on the way home but
loved the day out, new member looming there I think, and Malc has already sold him
summat believe it or not. I will have a word with our star reporter about the write-up
or I will put the route on myself,
ride safe, Martin (Captain Iron Fist) I'm starting to like that name

Iron fist, “it’s not cold really”

It bloody is!

Well deserved!
17th Cleethorpes Chippy challenge
On a cold Sunday morning 10 bikes braved the weather and came out to play. ( five of
these had also b een on the Mablethorpe run the previous day and had got cold and
wet and and and had to wash their bikes
We took two left turns & ended up following the cyclists for a while before passing
the water logged fields (we were to see many of these fields today). This brought us to
the railway crossing where the back half of the group got held up, but contact was
made to the lead road captain & he pulled in to await our arrival. Once moving again
we rode on to Trumpfleet Lane & on to a road that was full of puddles for us to
negotiate before turning left after Glebe Farm. Next came Falstead Lane & over two
bridges to Barnby Dun & past the canal boat where the sun came out, albeit very
weakly. Onto Catling Lane then Doncaster Road where we took a left & rode by the
Sunday Market. Silver Street led us past the slag heap on our right then along by the
house being guarded by the lions (stone ones) & passing the crashed car in the hedge
bottom.
Another 6 or 7 canal boats were lined up on the canal as we reached Thorne with
our next turn leading us by the hay wall to a great straight traffic free road with far
reaching views. As we returned to a main road we followed the waterway to our left
before entering Althorpe. Here we rode over the iron bridge at Gunnness Wharf then
turned off left to Station Road & Neap House Road into open countryside.

Phoenix Parkway & Mannaberg Way led us past the wind turbines on our left &
onto Roxby Road giving us the a view of the Humber Bridge - must say it made me
shiver as we rode by the river. We entered South Ferriby on Sluice Road where it
started to spit with rain & the weather turning cooler. Horkstow, Saxby All Saints &
Bonby were passed through with some nice countryside scenery to the right. Worlaby
came next on Low Road then a right turn took us to Elsham & a very bumpy country
lane (did any else lose contact with the bike seat or was it just me - lol?).
Pulled into Barneys Cafe at 11.50am where we were met by another bike. After our
T.C.P. stop & the warming of hands under the hand driers we left at 12.15pm taking a
right turn to Melton Ross. Caistor Road led us past Humberside Airport before
reaching Lincolnshire & West Lindsay where the rain returned (faster now). The A18
took us to Great Grimsby & around Nuns Corner Roundabout to Hewitts Avenue,
Kings Road & into Cleethorpes where we parked up at 12.55pm - the rain having
stopped for the moment.
Into the cafe only to be told that there were no fish & chips today so we got back on
the bikes & rode just a little further down the promenade & parked up once again. We
were met here by another 2 bikes so now there were 13. Sid & Fiona being locals,
rescued the day by taking the group into the chippy. When everyone had eaten we
decided not to linger, some of the group added extra layers & waterproofs before
leaving for the homeward journey.
We left the main group at this point having decided to go back via the motorway
deeming it to be the quickest route. I'm not sure which way the group rode back but I
do know that we all encountered hail & driving rain & snow before reaching our
respective homes. As we reached the outskirts of Barnsley the weather changed for
the better - no wet stuff coming down from the sky & dry roads. We got home at
3.45pm.
Thanks to Martin & Julie for leading & George & Sheila & Steve & Tina for
sweeping.
Carole

18th Social Night at the Glasshouse
24th Holmefirth Comp’s Cafe
Bloody Snow! Ride cancelled despite Malc’s snow tyres!

24th Curry Night 28 ate, drank and made merry!
31st The Bluebell Easter Egg Run
What a fantasticulating superbous day that was, the weather was cool but nice and
sunny at times with some great pot-hole free roads and even the new Guy n Gal were
so impressed that he short cutted the Road Captain thingy and just took his own ride
along with all but four of us in tow. Excellent postion holding by Paul.
Dan/Maureen and Sid who were not to be removed by anything what came along.
Well done chaps. Thanks for the phone call guys, for some reason my headset turned
itself off, but I did get the messages and sorted it out, thanks for waiting.

Because Carole was'nt present I did'nt count the bikes, but I think there were 18
(please post below if I missed you of the roll call), we left turned out of Premier
Bikes, thirsty and hungary as the cafe was closed due to it being Easter, straight
through the lights and off down the A19 till the right turn over to Adwick Le Street
(very French) a short trip down the dual carriageway saw another right turn heading
for Hickelton and the sraight over junction. Now at Barnburgh we had a little fu cock
up as Kev was dropped off with a right turn, the new couple Colin/Christine thought
they would take you another way to the planned route, and all but the three and myself
on the proper route, took a left turn heading off into the sunshine. The master plan
came into its own here when the tried and tested drop off system was used to re-trace

the route, as I approach Sid, in floods of tears at this stage feeling very lonely as Fiona
was not on board, he was relieved to see a friendly face go whizzing buy, next up was
Paul asleep at the side of the road with his lad pointing very well into thin air as no
one was coming, but sending 47 hikers through a farmers field, then a vanished
Kev/Lesley combo, now being a fine upstanding Chapter member I knew he would
not leave his post unless he was instructed to do so by a member of the Road Crew, so
time to turn around and re-group, all collected we headed off for Adwick upon Dearne
and a left hook towards Conisborough, up the hill and a pull in at a lay-by full of an
ugly looking bunch waiting to be shown the way to our first destination. So leaving
the golf club we headed of towards Hellaby, where a strange blonde lady was taking
our pictures as we rode past, and then Thurcroft came and went with a brief stop to let
a very worried horse and rider pass, well done to all for turning engines off, the horse
were proper spooked at the front of the line and the rider did give a huge thank you as
she rode past, trousers full off adrenalin. Bluebell was next with a happy bunch of
people waiting for us, and what a brilliant collection of Eggs, a big pat on the back to
all who donated you did St Leger proud, as ever, and I think a thank you e-mail will
be sent, I will post if it comes. ( It did, see below)

A little detour from the planned route now as major road works were in place, we
headed to Kiveton Park and a left to Harthill making our way to the A616 a great
biking road with a good surface, past Creswell and the famous craggs, to Ollerton.
Still on the A616 to Newark and a couple of large roud-a-bouts going over the A1, the
A46 into Lincoln was the large dual carrageway taking us to the vehicle museum,
hope you all got your photo's of the buses must say the cake was very nice, chocolate
and Victoria sponge for me with a welcome brew. This place is run by a group of
volunteers and has no funding at all so well done to those guys for having a go at
keeping our history alive and kicking.

From here it was just a quick way back before it got to cold, so over to the A57,
where a couple diverted off to make there way to the East side, while the rest of us
came over Dunham Bridge making our way to the A1 and the petrol stop and end of
the ride, a great day out, cool as an Harley with some lovely roads and scenery only
matched by the company.

Thanks to Mally and Malc and also Sid for back marking, and to Colin/Christine for
giving ride leading a go (make it official next time please) and to all who donated an
Easter Egg for the poorly kids, see you all next time, ride safe, Martin.
Roll of Honour, please add if I missed you off....
George/Sheila (snake hips)
Kev/Lesley (cool hand Luke)
Colin/Christine (no this way)
Kaz/Clive (pass the face cream, no Kaz)
Dan/Maureen (what the weather like up there)
Steve/Tuna (its bloody cold)
Paul/Lad (can I sell you this)
Mick/George (you cant have that toy Grandad)
Sid (Allan Wicker)
TTom (I used to have one o them)
Mally (how do I get home)
Malc (dont ask me)
Mave (cakes nice)
Sue O (bikes running well )
Martin (bloody Landrovers)
Short ride folk.......

Baz (nice to see you)
Kaz (to see you nice)
Little Bob (bunny girl ears)
Ezzo or was it Sue (get that bike cleaned)
Dan and Maureen
A note from Pauline at Bluebell.......
Many thanks for the Easter eggs and also for including Bluebell Wood on your ride
out Easter Sunday. I haven’t had chance to speak to Steve or Diane yet but feedback
this end was it was a nice day and the Easter Eggs were most welcome!
I look forward to contacting you re the prom experience and raffle prize in due course
and I’m glad everyone on the ride out had a good day too.
Regards
Pauline Wilkinson
Family Liaison Manager
Bluebell Wood Children's Hospice
Cramfit Road, North Anston
Sheffield
S25 4AJ
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7th Wiggy’s Blackpool Mystery Tour
9.55 am and time for Sue’s pre-ride talk, it involved pieces of string and multi coloured
ticking stick. (you had to be there. )

20 bikes left half an earlier than usual at 10am on a cool but bright morning (lots of heated
vests & gloves were in evidence). We turned right into West Yorkshire to Whitley, past the
car boot sale & over Whitley Lock, then past Eggborough Power Station. Onto the A19 to
Chapel Haddlesey & over the bridge to Burn then on Brick Kiln Lane & Barff View with our
next two lefts taking us to Hambleton & in to the countryside for a while. Onwards through
Monk Fryston & past The Hall & as we continued we came upon another group of Harleys
(Leeds Chapter?) riding in the opposite direction.
The A63 took us to Lumby where there was a terrible smell just before Winfields Outdoor
Centre. There were some nice views to our right as we rode downhill to Swillington
Common. A number of traffic lights & roundabouts were negotiated which led us to to
A6120 past Crossgates Shopping Centre. Next came the peculiar wooden sheds (oops I
mean houses).
Snow was still about on the roadside bankings in this area -- we were to see quite a bit
more during the day. A right turn took us on to Roundhay Park Lane which led onto a
smaller road where we rode uphill before turning left at The Dexter Pub. Did you notice
the yellow painted house with the horse heads on the wall?. The houses around here

looked very large & very expensive. Into Alwoodley - more impressive houses & more
snow. Next came King Lane, Eccup Lane then turned onto steadily narrowing lanes
travelling downhill - more right sided views.

The A660 next, this is where I started to notice the lambs in the fields -- aaaaaahhhhh.
Otley next on the A65 to Ilkley where we pulled into Booths supermarket & parked up at
11.30am for our first comfort stop. We left here after 30 minutes & immediately got stuck
in traffic. Once free of this we went along by the reservoir, then Skipton, Hawktrees, East
Morton & past the brightly painted canal barges. Our next turn past the field of black sheep
took us on the A59 & in to the sunshine to The Borough Of Ribble Valley & Gisburn. Did
anyone notice the sheep running around the field with its head stuck in the yellow feed
bucket?

Lancashire & Clitheroe next then past the lake at Pendle View Fisheries & the very large
viaduct. Another couple of lefts brought us to a very smelly Copster Green then
Osbaldeston & Samelsbury. On by the Tickled Trout Hotel & Fishwick Golf Club & into
Preston where we pulled in for petrol at 1.05pm. Once fuelled up we continued past the
Corn Exchange -- 11 degrees C showing on the display.
A series of traffic lights & roundabouts led us to Preston Harley Davidson Dealership -we parked up at 1.30pm. This is a great place - as well as the usual display of bikes,
accessories & clothing they have their own cafe with indoor & outdoor seating.

After a good look around we left at 2.15pm having been met by another chapter member.
We rode around the houses before heading on to Tom Benson Way (more roundabouts)
past Merrytree Lane, Tubley Lane then over the motorway. Did you spot the Llamas as we
rode upwards through the village?. Woodplumpton came next & along by the thatched
cottage, over the bridge to some winding lanes where we got held up for a while behind a
tractor pulling a tanker.

Into Inskip with the old tractor near the sign then Crossmoor, Elswick & Thistleton where
we turned right at the sign saying Blackpool 8 miles. We returned to back country lanes on
Mile Road to Singleton & Weeton, past the barracks & the duck pond. Got our first view of
Blackpool Tower a little further along here -- nearly there! By Marton Mere Chalet Park -did you see the 3 wheeled bicycle?.
Onto Waterloo Road & into Blackpool where we parked up at 3.15pm. some people went
for fish & chips, some went for a stroll along the seafront, we had our sandwiches & then
went for a walk down the South Pier. Back to the bikes where Sue decided it was time for
games & proceeded to empty her back box. Out came skittles & ball, frizbies, bats & balls
etc & we entertained the watching crowd with our antics.

Four bikes left the group here but 16 of us roared off watched by the crowd, we rode up
the promenade as far as Gynn Square where we rode around (it's a roundabout really)
then rode back down the seafront - a bit of traffic here so a little white lining was called
for. We turned off at Manchester Square & encountered a number of traffic lights & turns
which meant that the group got split up so the lead 5 pulled over to wait & regroup

On through the Borough Of Fylde to Newton With Scales, past the large bird carving &
into Preston, then around a few back streets, down the cobbles before rejoining the main
road. Passed the large warehouse & chimney with Tulketh written on it (an old mill
maybe?) then came Garstang Road, over the bridge & into Preston again lol. The
temperature on the building now showing 10 degrees C. Over the river next then stopped
for fuel before continuing past Houghton Church - the clock saying 5.55pm. Riley Green
next then Bolton Road passing the Boatyard.

Onto the West Pennine Moors, quite chilly here, quite large amounts of snow in parts.
Saw the monument on the left hand side hilltop before turning left to Abbey Village. Just a
little further on Sue pulled into a pub for coffee & this is where Bob & I left the group & the
ride out. We headed to Blackburn in Darwen, Belmont & Bolton before joining the M60,
M62 then through Huddersfield, Flockton (getting colder now) West Bretton & home for
7.30pm.
I believe we missed quite an adventure as the main group didn't get home until quite a
while later.
A good ride with some nice roads & scenery & GREAT friends.
Thanks to Sue for leading & Martin & Julie & Malc for sweeping.
Carole

14th Peak District
On a bright and breezy morning 15 bikes turned left with the back half getting caught
up behind a tractor before turning right into Owston Land and into Carcroft. Over the
bridge to Woodlands and onto the dual carriageway- a nice display of daffodils here
down the central banking. Onto Green Lane where we got cross winds comning from
our left as we turned onto back roads that brought us to Brodsworth. A left onto
Goldthorpe past Highgate Dog Track on the A635 then left on the Dearne Valley
Parkway to Old Moor, Rotherhan and Brampton Bierlow.
We crossed Derwent Way to Pontefract Road & by Cortonwood Bowling Club. A
right & left put us on Coaley Lane & more windy, bumpy roads to Wentworth where
we were joined by another three bikes. Cortworth Lane next & the Garden Centre then
downhill to Scholes Village passing Earls Court (no we wern't lost) then Henley Lane
& over the motorway to Chapletown & the City Of Sheffield. Onwards negotiating a
series of roundabouts, under the bridge, past the football match to Nether Lane. Along
by the church on a very bumpy road to Ecclesfield with Wheel Lane & Hill Top Lane
bringing us out at Wadsley.
Another bridge, a series of traffic lights, past S.W.F.C. to Hillsborough where we
were joined by another bike so we now numbered 19. Carried on through the tram
lines - a little light drizzle here - to Rivelin Valley where it was a bit cooler. Turned
right by the reservoir, snow still in places around here, more twisting roads led us to
Derbyshire. There were some nice views to both sides as we rode downhill - a little
rain here as we reached Lady Bower where we took a right turn just before Snake
Pass & on to a wet road. This road led us to Upper Derwent Valley & a great scenic
ride into The Visitors Centre. It was very busy here so we parked were we could - we
were spread out around the car park - the time 11.55am. Another bike met us here but
didn't come on the ride.

We had a look around the many old bikes that had taken advantage of the dry
weather, I know there were a few B.S.A., Ariel & others that I can't name. The ducks
were out in force & multiplied when someone bought food for them & scattered it
around. Two bikes left here so 17 of us rode out at 12.25pm & rode through the
swirling leaves before a couple of turns took us down the side of Lady Bower. Saw
the first lambs of the day just before reaching Bamford. On by Fidlers Well to Station
Raod & into Glenbrook then turned left at the Travellers Rest on Brough Lane Head
to Bradwell & the Hope Valley. We rode over a bridge into the countryside on
winding lanes - lots of lambs around now.

Tideswell came next with Buxton Road taking us to Millers Dale, under the
archway & more roller coaster roads & through the rocky outcrop & back to the main
A6 road. Under four gantries, by the stream meandering on the right before turning
left by Morrisons & under a railway bridge on Macclesfield Road to Buxton. Our next
right led onto the Cat & Fiddle where we had more cross winds. The A54 next &
Cheshire - great far reaching scenery here & all the way up to Blaze Farm where we
pulled in at 1.25pm.

Some went for a look around the animals - pygmy goats, calves, cows, pigs & Blaze
the donkey & others went for a cuppa &/or ice cream. A spot or two of rain as we left
at 2.10pm riding back on country lanes that got narrower as we rode down hill. On to
a single track alongside the stream that changed from left to right & left to right. Our
next turn went uphill, all back lanes giving a view of the reservoir before turning at
Jenkin Chapel Saltersford, another single track, another body of water to the Goyt
Valley, Fernilee & Whaley Bridge. Did anyone see the green Jag in the garage & the
white E Type outside?
Past the canal boats just before turning in to Tescos for fuel - little more drizzle.
Returned to the A6 dual carriageway then uphill through the trees, past the Jacobs
sheep & lambs - so cute, to Edale & the Penny Pot Cafe at 3.15pm for our last T.C.P.
stop.

A couple of riders left here so we were 15 as we departed after half an hour. Mill
Cottages next under another arched bridge. Did you see the sheep forming an orderly
queue in the field - their food had arrived. Past the horned cows to Bowden lane

turning left by the Old Hall Hotel then retracing our steps through Glenbrook &
Bamford & past Lady Bower into the City of Sheffield on the winding roads to
Rivelin. Back down the tramlines to Hillsborough, through a series of lights & by the
new retail park under construction. The group turned right a little further along
heading for Junction 35 where the ride was to end. We carried on on the main road for
home where we arrived at 5pm.
A good ride with some great scenery & decent weather.
Thanks to Martin for leading & Mally & Chris B for sweeping.
Carole
15th Social Night at the Glasshouse, 48 members including one familiar hairy face
21st Rufford Rumble
Our start point today was Blyth Services and the bikes steadily rolled in until we
numbered 27. Kevin gave his pre ride talk then we were on our way. We rode through
Blyth village turning left onto Billy Button Lane and into the countryside. We turned
off Retford Road (made a refreshing change for it to be the whole group and not just
the back few). Still on back lanes we passed through Badworth, then a right took us
on Ordsall Lane before turning right and over the bridge.

Our next right led to Gamston & Rockley then over the motorway & a left to the
B1164. Along past the field with the galloping horses (running from the bikes me
thinks) to Tuxford. Rode by the Sun Inn on Newcastle Street to Egmanton (did you
see the tandem?). A winding road took us to Laxton where we turned by the Dovecote
Inn & back out to the country. Headed onto the A616 for a while then turned off &
rode past the waving group of girl backpackers in Kelham.

Main Street led to Averham, right at the lights (smelly around here) to Staythorpe
Rolleston once again on twisting roads, through the village & over the river at
Fiskerton. Negotiated a group of cyclists as we skirted Gibsmere, then by Bleasby,
Goverton & Thurgarten where we saw more cyclists but this time they were travelling
in the opposite direction. It got a little breezier & cooler as we reached Lowden on
Southwell Road before turning left at the roundabout to Gunthorpe on the A6097. We
regrouped on Lowden Lane, then onwards past the boats to East Bridgford with Trent
lane taking us over a motorway. Two rights next led us into the Garden Centre where
we parked up for our first stop at 11.55am.

Into the cafe for a bacon or sausage butty & a drink for the knock down negotiated
price of £3.50 per person (well done Kevin & Lesley). A few riders fuelled up here, a
couple left the ride & then we were on our way at 1.10pm. A number of roundabouts
took us back through Gunthorpe, over a bridge to Lowden (did you notice the
scarecrows in the field?). Lowdham next then the B6386 turning right & riding up a

winding 12% incline giving us nice left sided views. A couple of lefts to Cooks Lane
then Southwell - A Historic Minster Town (so the sign read). Mill Park next then
over the river to Normanton & Hockerton, back to the main road for seconds & turned
off by the Spreaded Eagle.
Pulled in to Newfield Dairy where we parked up in a very busy car park at 1.50pm
for T.C.P. stop number two. The queue for ice- cream was very long but didn't put
anyone off. Left here at 2.30pm minus one bike so now 24 of us rossed the A616 onto
more twisting, winding, traffic free lanes to Eakring. A right turn took us back on a
main road where we rode past Rufford Park which lost our custom after charging £3
per bike for parking last year. Turned off by Rose Cottage riding by Centre Parks
which took us to Kings Clipstone - The Royal Heart Of Sherwood Forest (so said the
sign). One chapter member, who shall remain nameless, stopped around here to
retrieve a bike part that had dropped off - I think it may have been an air horn.

Onwards by Sherwood Forest Steam Railway entrance (didn't see any trains though boo hoo) to Market Warsop then under the railway bridge & through the village that
had lots of speed humps. Turned to Spion Kop & Sookholme still on good roads then
by the fire station on Portland Road. Weighbridge Road & Meadow Lane took us
through the industrial estate where the skies got a bit darker - but no rain. The B6407
took us uphill on a narrow track to Scarcliffe on Budget Lane. A little breezy & cool
here once again. Did you see the two driving Miss Daisy cars & the Triumph Herald
we passed as we rode on to Langwith Road?.
Under the arch to Nether Langwith in Bassetlaw District, past the church - the time
3.30pm. Norton, Notting & by the body of water on the left then past the Old Tea
Rooms (not calling in today). Crossed over the main road to ride through a very quiet
Clumber Park (I like this ride through) then returning to the main road that led us to
the A1. At this point individual riders began to leave the group as they neared home.

Another good ride with good roads, fair weather & as always GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Kevin & Lesley for leading & Steve & Tina & Tom for sweeping.
Carole

Spot the Thomas the Tank hedge!

28th Pately Bridge Sweeper Stagger
On an indifferent sort of morning 17 bikes rode past the duck pond, Thornehurst
Manor, Toll Bar and into Bentley. We took a left turn here (well 11 of us did- 6 rode
straight on having missed the markers) then a little confusion here with the 11 in the
main and a U turn was called for. Pulled in to see if the other 6 had turned around
(they hadn’t0 so we continued in the knowledge that we would meet back up at
Sherburn, each group now having it’s own back marker. Jossey Lane led us to
Scawthorpe where we turned right at the lights onto Green Lane which led us to
Brodsworth and into the country on winding roads bringing us out at Hooton Pagnall.
Right next to South |Emsall, South Kirby and a smelly bypass
Along past the first football match in Ackworth then past the 2nd match before
reaching Pontefract where we turned left by the Robin Hood. Pontefract Racecourse
had the circus in its grounds & there were joggers jogging around the course on place
of the horses. Into the Historic Roman Town of Castleford where we stopped for fuel
at 11.30am. Next came a left & right, over the bridge with the river waterfall on our
left & a second bridge took us over the canal where the barges were waiting at the
lock. More twisting, narrower, bumpy lanes came next taking us into the pretty little
village of Ledston. On through Ledsham before turning left & riding uphill to the
district Of Selby.

Rode into Squires at 11.45am, re-united ourselves with the missing 6 bikes, also met
another 3. We were on our way at 12.15pm with 20 bikes turning left onto the main
drag down to the traffic lights, turning left off Kirkgate on the A162 to Barkston Ash.
The sun came out for a while as we got to Towton then over the motorway to
Tadcaster. We regrouped here alongside the display of cars to our left -- what models
did you spot?. Onwards by the brewery & over the river to Wighill turning opposite
the church & turning again to Walton on School lane.
We passed the bouncy castle then rode on to a bumpy, windy road where it seemed
to get cloudier & breezier as we continued to Rudgate crossroads. Riding across the
main road & by the field with the individual pig sties, over another bridge to
Hunsingrove, the A168 taking us to Allerton Castle, more pig sties here. We were
now making good time on the main road to Boroughbridge.
Stopped for petrol - a little drizzle here. Did you see the tandem? Over the River
Ure, over the motorway, by the windmill (minus its sails) & back to the open
countryside once more crossing the River Ure (but further down this time). Carried on
to Ripon Racecourse where there was a substantial car boot sale, by the Marina riding
alongside the river to our left. The impressive Ripon Cathedral Clock showing it to be
1.30pm did you see the red Jaguar convertible -- drool, drool. Mallorie Park Drive led
to Risplith with grey murky skies & it became decidedly cooler as we entered
Nidderdale - but there were some nice all round views which unfortunately got
shrouded in mist as we headed down a 10% gradient into Blazefield on roller coaster
roads.
Back to the main road - more drizzle but good left sided views & loads of daffys on
the roadside verges. Into Pateley Bridge down a wet High Street, over the River Nidd
& into the car park for 1.55pm. Some headed off to the cafe whilst others ate their
own pre-prepared food. We left at 2.40pm a few minutes before the main group &
were home for 4.20pm (Bob was working).

Another good ride only marred a little by the damp & drizzle but as always in the
company of GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to martin for leading & Malc & Tom for sweeping.
Carole
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5th Oliver’s Mount and Cafe
The sun was shining as 23 bikes started the rideout. We turned right and rode past
Top Cattery into Whitley and by the car boot sale which was very busy (due to the
good weather and the bank holiday I presume) Over Whitley Lock which had a boat
on the left and 2 barges to the right. Onwards by Eggborough Power Station on the
A19 to Chapel Haddlesey and over the river to Burn. Crossed over Selby Swing
bridge (first time) and travelled about half a mile before being faced with the road
closed sign which resulted in us doing a full about turn around the roundabout. This
took us over the Swing bridge (second time) and then into Selby where we rode by
Three lakes Retail Park and the boat centre, saw more barges
Passed the impressive Selby Cathedral with its clock showing 11am, then over the
river bridge to Barlby where we encountered another road closed sign resulting in
once again a full circle on the round about. A series of turns took us by the yellow &
orange wind socks on Selby road. We waited at the traffic lights on Derwent Bridge a grade two listed structure - before continuing to Bubwith. Main Street led to
Highfield Road then turned left (smelly here) & rode by Oaks Golf Club which then
took us on to some winding open countryside lanes. Left turn at Rossmoor Garage
back on the main road - did you notice the man laid out on the grass?.
Sutton On Derwent was the next village before turning to Sandhill Lane with
another left returning us to twisting roads. Another main road but only for a while
before turning off on Bolton Lane a back, single, bumpy lane taking us to the main
road. Bolton & Spittal (not compulsory) were quickly followed by Fangfoss & Full
Sutton, more turns took us past quite a few other bikes but they travelling in the
opposite direction near Garrowby Saw Mill. Along by the AA box number 573 on the
A166 & past the wooden Jesus cross. At this point the bikes at the rear had an
uninterrupted view of the bikes in front as we rode uphill & through the hidden dip.

SHADES FOR THE GLEAM OF A CERTAIN NEW GREEN BIKE

We reached Fridaythorpe on York Street - saw a nice Morgan car here - pulled into
Seaways at 12pm waved in by a slightly taller Mally (new boots) wearing a fez &
waving a flag. There were 11 more bikes so now 34 in total, but 5 bowed out here &
we left at 12.35pm with 29 bikes. Rode down through Fimbar - did you notice the
green MGA convertible car with the picnic basket on the back?. 5 other bikes
infiltrated our ranks as we went by Sledmere House & Gardens,past the two
monuments & the bandstand. We lost them as we took a left turn to Cowlam & were
now on nice free flowing roads - loads of daffys still in flower around these parts.

Rudston next & more winding roller coaster roads leading to Boynton then
Bridlington where we turned left. We had to leave at this point so I'll have to pass you
over to Martin to complete the report once again.
Another good ride with some great roads, GREAT WEATHER & as ever
GREAT FRIENDS.

Thanks to Martin for leading & Lee & Dave G. for sweeping.

Carole
Thank you Carole and here is the rest of the news.....................
From Bridlington we traveled up the coast road towards Scarborough, this was a
great road but now spoiled by the new works, on the round-a-bout I realised we had
got split up a fair bit so the dead end road was used to re-group , just on the approach
to Scarborough we turned up College Lane to the race track known as Olivers Mount,
a public road which closes when the racing is on. The cafe was our stop here, and I
think that's what the staff did with very long waiting times for food and drinks with
some of our group going home hungry
but the view is amazing from up here and
thats why I went.

From here we had a petrol stop and took the road out of Scarborough to Staxton Hill,
going to the A614 and the route home, the remaining smaller group stopped at
Howden and the speeders took the motorway whilst the toury types came back
through Rawcliffe and Thorne and going past the race course making our way to
Conisborough people peeling off at various points.
The route was chosen as a test to see if we could plan a main road ride-out and not
get lost, and apart from the road closures I'm glad to say all went well, this was a dry
run for the rally and what a good job I did, not a single person getting lost so well
done me. Oh and well done all of you for a sterling top hole job, and you did'nt even
know you were on test
Dont forget we need you at the rally with your high viz
vests if you have one, we only have 9 spare so please help us out.
Ride safe, Martin

10th to 13th Iron Horse Rally, 10th Anniverary/ Dambusters 70th Spectacular
Friday 10th May
DJ Ken Holmes and Tombola
Rock band Coyote- 5 piece South Yorkshire based band, blistering live rock
Saturday 11th May
Rideout to Skegness
Chapter Games
Slow Race
Bike Show
Fancy dress party with a 40s theme
DJ Ken Holmes
Band, the Bar-Steward Sons of Val Doonican
Rock band Punch The Monkey
Sunday 12th May
Rideout to Scampton
Rideout to Cadwell Park

DJ Ken Holmes
Rock band Warning Tones
Tattoo competition and awards presentation
Monday 13th May
Breakfast and off home
19th Rideout Thirsk and the Little Trains
On departure 17 bikes turned right and rode into North Yorkshire. We had to
negotiate a horse and trap just before passing Crown Nurseries but it didn’t hold us
back for long. Now we were riding by open fields with the unmistakable smell of the
yellow rape in our nostrils. Into Whitley, past the car boot sale sale and over a
boatless Whitley Lock. This led us to the A19, Eggborough Power Station and
Chappel Haddesey where we rode over the river to Burn. Another bridge, a few
barges here, then a left turn into Hambleton and as we continued we had a 3 plane
flyover. (I’m told quite a few of you didn’t see this) Onwards to Monk Fryston and
past the hall where we first the saw the Cyclothon riders.( Wewere to see these at
various places throughout the day.
Crossing the railway bridge took us on to the A1626 to South Milford through the
speed bumps on Low Road to Sherburn In Elmet. Under the bridge & up to the traffic
lights then under a second bridge to Barkston Ash on London Road. Now passing
Scarthingwell Park & in to Towton "The Battlefield of 1461" & past the cyclists
drinks station. We rode by the gates of Chatsworth House & onwards to Tadcaster
where we turned right & rode by John Smiths Brewery - established in 1758 - but
brewery built in 1883. Over the river - did you see the self service pet wash from £4
whilst waiting at the lights? Took a left onto Wighill Lane which led us into open
countryside where the back half of the group got stuck behind (yes you've guessed it)
a tractor. Another left just before Wighill - the roadside daffys now replaced by other
yellow flowers - dandelions ( yes I know they are weeds).
A right by the concrete balls on to a narrower, bumpy lane to Rudgate Crossroads
where we rode straight across. Next came Marston Business Park then Cattal Bridge
& through the lights taking us over the river. With our next right we went over the
level crossing - last time we came here it was closed due to flooding further down the
road. Up to the junction where we had to wait a good while to exit onto the main road,
but we soon turned off again taking a left & pulling in a little further along to regroup.
Little Ouseburn next & a right into the village where there was some sort of event
taking place, as we passed various tables & stalls selling plants, books & cakes, there
was even a BBQ. There was no parking in the village but a free car park & a courtesy
bus were offered. Continued past the Church with signs saying the mausoleum was
open.

Turned on to Boat Lane where the sun was trying to peep through the clouds. Did
you notice the swallows flying overhead as we waited to cross the wooden toll bridge
(last time we crossed this it was very rainy & wet). Now riding on twisting roads we
reached Moulton - quite a few large puddles on the roads hereabouts. Under the
archway of trees, through the village & along by Hill Top Cottages before reaching
Forest Lane Fisheries where the sun was now shining, but unfortunately not for long
because as we turned on to the A19 to Thirsk it got cloudy & breezy. Thormanby
came next & past the two shire horses then on a free flowing speedy road passing
Thickleby Hall. Got slowed down by a little traffic just before getting to our first stop
at Thirsk Garden Centre at 12.15pm. As we parked up the rumble of more Harleys
was evident & 6 more bikes pulled in. Nice to see Ade & Claire.
After the TCP & chat stop we left at 1pm minus one rider so we numbered 22. We
entered Thirsk on the A170 with some good views as we rode to Sutton Under
Whitestonecliffe & into the North Yorkshire Moors. Down a 25% decline on roller
coaster roads to Sutton Bank - a lot of trees been cleared around here. Into Hambleton
- great all round views - who saw the deer?. Along by the gates of Duncombe Park (I
think) & in to Helmsley " A Historic Market Town" (didn't stop), taking a right turn to
Nawton & Kirbymoorside "Gateway To The Moors" where we stopped for petrol at
1.40pm. Two riders left here so now 20 bikes.
Continuing through the National Park to Hutton-Le-Hole where we had to be aware
of the sheep & lambs roaming free on the roadside. Over a few cattle grids - more
views - & past the Lion Inn (pub at the top of the Cat & Fiddle). It was pretty cool up
here (but whats new). Rode by the butter cross before the back few had to stop for two
runaway lambs. It was quite cloudy now but as you looked down into the valley you
could see the sunshine. Into Castleton & downwards on winding lanes, over the river,
under the railway then uphill & downhill on a 20% gradient that led to Commondale.
Uphill once again on Potters Side Lane - sunny spells now - & into Hambleton
District & Little Kirkdale under a wet archway. The sun was now beginning to warm
us - great. Under another mucky, wet railway arch to Easby they back to the main
road which took us by the golf course (did you see the donkeys)? Along past
Stokesley SCFC & by some still flooded fields.
Past the green telephone box near the B1257 & past the scarecrow before spotting
the four para gliders. Still in the North Yorkshire Moors we got to Bilsdale riding
down on more twisting roads. Saw the TV mast on top of the hillside as we neared
Chopgate. Weather wise it was now the nicest part of the day. Ryedale District next &
lots of windy, twisty roller coaster roads which led us to Newgate Bank where we
managed to get up quite a bit of speed. The church clock showed 3pm as we got back
to Helmsley where we turned off the A170 on to the B1257. At this point the back of
the group could see the front half stretched out in front of them. Into the Howardian
Hills turning right to Oswaldkirk where we regrouped just alongside Havoc Hall. On
past Hunters Row to Gilling East & the miniature railway at 3.10pm where we had to
shuffle around quite a bit to park up.
TCP stop here in the sunshine, many photographs & some banter. We left here but
the remainder of the group headed off to Sherburn & pasties (so I'm told).

Thanks to Martin & Julie for leading & Dave G & Malc & Mave for sweeping.
Another good ride with good views fine weather & GREAT FRIENDS.
Carole
20th Social Night
26th Peak Reservoir Recce
13 bikes left from a different meeting point today. We rode past the football match on
Armthorpe Park, along by Heatherwood School and Whitbys fish and chip restaurant
(formally the fire station) Onto Carr House Road dual carriageway, through all the
traffic lights and past the White Church of St Peters Warmsworth before turning left
at the roundabout. This took us by the Holiday Inn (our Xmas venue) and the
Dolomite Quarry onto Sheffield Road and into Rotherham. Nice all round views as
we rode down to Hooton Roberts with our next right onto Kilnhurst Road then
Hooton Road which took us over the river to Swinton. It was quite breezy as we rode
onto Wentworth Road before turning past the Marquis and riding downhill to Nether
Hague.
Our next right turn brought us to a police road block near Corthwood Lane so we
pulled in a little further along outside Hobston Farm, which was advertising 'Hobston
Free Range Eggs -- Damn They're Good', to reset the sat nav. Did you notice the
hawks flying overhead as we waited here? We went left on Hoober Field Road
leading to Lea Brook Lane - a single track lane. On past Hoober Stan - a tower of
some kind, or a folly - (I'm not sure which or maybe it's something completely
different) & by the plentiful bluebells in the woodland before returning to a main
road, where the police were in evidence blocking the other entrance to the closed road
This turned out to be a pleasant little detour.
We arrived at Wentworth a little late at 11.20pm where we met up with another 10
bikes swelling our numbers to 23. Onwards through Wentworth then on to some roller
coaster roads riding down on Dike Hill to Harley where we took a right. Hoyland &
Birdwell next with a left taking us by the obelisk & to Pilley Lane. Under two bridges
- did you see the two pot bellied pigs & the not too happy horse in the field? - I know
some of you did. Back on to twisting, winding up & down lanes to Hood Green with
Low lane leading us to Baggerwood Road & past the ladies repairing the wall. Along
by the Monkey Pub & the man wearing the mask before returning to open roads.
Thurgoland Hall Road led to Ropey Lane & Smithy Hill where we had to slow down
for a horse & rider. Under a bridge, over a bridge, another horse then down to Green
Moor Road - a bit bumpy here - good views to the right.
Continuing on good roads with views over the water to our left - windy once again
as we rejoined the main road which took us under the bridge with the sign 'Trans
Penine Trail'. A left led us by Hazelhead Wind Farm to Kirklees (West Yorkshire).
Who noticed the lady throwing a bucket of water over her horse? There were quite a
number of cars parked on both sides of the road here due to a car boot sale. It got very
smelly a little further along here but it was also very scenic as we travelled on.

Observation point again - who saw the two white calves rubbing their heads together?
aaahhh. Entered Holmfirth on the back street thus avoiding the traffic lights & rode
up to our first TCP stop. Parked up & headed for the famous fish & chips with some
going inside & opting for the pensioners special whilst others sat outside in the
sunshine.
We left here at 1pm, past the cyclists, turned left to Green Gale Road - Holme Moss
TV mast visible on the hilltop. Another roller coaster road led us by Digley Reservoir
before we turned right off Field Lane - the back of the group once again able to see
the bikes in front twisting & turning on their way up to Holme Moss Summit at 524ft.
As you would expect at this height there were some nice views but they were very
brown & dull green. Down a 10% gradient to the junction where we had to queue to
turn right onto the main A609. Into Crowden 'In The High Peak' next then turned left we pulled in on the bridge to regroup near the waterside.
On past Torside sailing Club but no boats out on the water - a bit odd I thought.
This road is another very scenic route & it led us to Glossop where we negotiated the
speed bumps. Another 10% downhill road into Little Hayfield, a nice free flowing
road through open countryside with the scenery now beginning to look a little greener.
Chinley next under the railway to Chapel Milton, under the viaduct to Chapel -en - le
- Frith & onto Foresters Way. A series of turns took us uphill & in & out of dips
before reaching once again a 10% decline to Sparrowpit & Peak Forest. Our next left
-- a mistake - so an about turn called for - who saw the house with the metal spiders?.
Our next left - the correct one led us in a single, bumpy track - saw the para gliders in
the distance & the blue helicopter on our right. Back to the main road - adjustments
made to teeth - to Brough, then over the river before turning right by the Travellers
Rest. The group made their way through the lights here in sections of 7 or 8.
Into Bamford where we stopped for fuel at 2.20pm - one member here stating that
his brake pipe had snapped & as a result had no back brake so on leaving he rode
behind the lead bike. Up to Derwent Valley & to the traffic lights - the back 3 or 4
may have noticed me pointing to the rabbits running up the banking in front of us as
we waited for the green light. Turned left then right by Lady Bower & rode down the
scenic entrance road to the very busy Derwent Visitors Centre & parked wherever
possible at 2.35pm for our second TCP stop. The sun was out in all her glory now.
We left from here but I believe most of the group rode back over the Strines (as did
we) & some went back to Clive & Kazs for an open house BBQ (boo hoo we had to
miss this).
Another great ride with some great scenery, sunshine & GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Martin & Julie for leading & Allen, & Kevin & Lesley for sweeping.
Carole
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1st Leeds Harley Davidson Birthday Bash

2nd Rideout Weardale
No Bob n Carole (Snob n Barrel) this week so you'll have to make do with my
efforts and all from memory as riding and writing don't mix.
Goodness gratuitous, a week off as George and Sheila (Gorge n Peeler) take
charge, I know our friends in Bradford have a few weeks of fasting but didn’t
know that it happened in Doncaster as well, and it is this weekend, but
George was not to be swayed and sped by all the fish n chip shops, cafes and
pie shops along the route, talking of which........
Gary (Gaz) ordered two of the biggest sausage, bacon and egg sandwiches
in the world, did he have inside intel I wonder? Geoff and Angie (Wizard of
Buell) came out to play after a long battle with a back problem, for the first
time in around a year they would give it a go, nice to see you out again you
two. 12 bikes at the Askern cafe this week as Benilux requires a lot of packing
and prep work , and we left the car park to a right turn off up past the car
booters again, and in glorious sunshine all the bikes gleaming and twinkling,
Sue and Sue came to wave us off but were late and only just made it, and one
of the group pulled over just up the road as other things beckoned.
Off up the A19 towards Selby and then the A63 where we picked up our now
mandatory road closure, and a short detour led us heading for the A1 via
Ferrybridge. Yes you guessed it not satisfied with one road closed the A1 at
the junction with the A19 slip road had a big red sign saying "A1 closed" so
diversion No2 takes place with a short trip down the A168 to a filling station,
here we phoned Kaz and Clive (Taz n Jive) who informed us the A1 was all
open so a quick U-turn and we headed back to the A1 North and Scotch
Corner our first stop and fuel station. Those in the know had a Burger King,
while other's noshed on their own nose bags and the rest dreamt of a long
away scone with cream and strawberry jam or a large vanilla slice or a jammy
doughnut. 3 more bikes here as Dave, Stuart and Kaz & Clive joined the
fasting.
The A66 was our target and we sped off down it at a great pace, to take a
left hook to Barnard Castle, over the narrow bridge and through the market
place waking everyone up as we went past, up the hill on the B6278 (I think)
through Eggleston and off over the moors taking in some lush scenery and
great views. Getting a little worried now as the range meter on the bike said
35 miles and the road sign said 20 to Alston, the weight was now falling off me
as the stored calories were now being used up at a fast rate, and malnutrition
was setting in but George was going to stick to his no food, fasting regime and
was not going to give into temptation. The petrol station was a welcome sight
as the bike was now down to 17 miles on the trip meter so we both needed refueling, but the manager had taken a call from George asking him to remove
all food stuffs from the shelves, we had to send out for some Red Cross
parcels at this stage.

Up the cobbled street of Alston and the B6277 over the moors again, more
great scenery to be had as we dropped down into Middleton in Teesdale and
all it's cafe's, fish n chip shops and supermarkets, we stopped here once at a
super little cafe with home made proper chips and scones, but alas not on this
journey and we sped past waving at the small children who had turned out to
look at the Harley's in there thousands one or two of the little villages had
even put bunting up for us. Back to Barnard Castle and straight through to
pick up the A66 again and make our way back to the Services, here an
uncontrollable mass rush of people burst through the doors heading for
Burger King, people were trampled underfoot and cast to one side in the
search for food with our Head Road Captain taking the lead, and showing no
mercy and no prisoners were taken. Fueled and full we headed for home
down the A1, I left the group at the A1/M1 split and arrived home at bang on
18:00hrs.
Thanks to George/Sheila for a great ride and stealth diet plan, Ian for Back
marking and sharing my hunger pains and to me for a superb sweeping job
under arduous
circumstances, Kaz n Clive for the photo's no doubt and to all who didn’t have
to pack for a long off holiday for your company.
No animals or children were harmed in the making of this write up, but several
thousand calories where destroyed
You may not recognise me next
week

9th Midlands meander
0nly 9 bikes out today- we turned left out of Sandal Park, around the
roundabout and onto St leger Way and by Whitby's Fish and Chip Emporium.
The racecourse car park and quite a large number of motorbikes in due to the
Bike Safe Event. Carr House Road took us through the traffic lights which
were on green until we got to the ex Hein Gerricke shop on Warmsworth Road
( we regrouped just a little further on near the White Church). Our next left
took us on the A1(M) and then the M18 where the blue sky was trying to break
through the clouds as we passed the wind turbines (not having much success
though.)
Onto the A57 at junction 31 headed towards Rotherham, we picked up 2
more bikes here at 11am. A right onto Goosecarr Lane where a kindly car
driver stopped to enable us to turn all together (think we may have still been
waiting otherwise, due to the volume of traffic at this point). Todwick next &
over the speed bumps passing a sign that said "Welcome to the Parish of
Wales". Kiveton Road led us to Harthill & more speed bumps before we rode
uphill on Winney Lane. Open fields around us now with countryside views with
another left taking us over Worksop Road onto Rotherham Road. We passed
Halsthorpe Dam before reaching Clowne then left again at the lights where
Sheffield Road took us to Creswell on the A616. Inder the railway bridge &
into Nottinghamshire & Cuckney where we were now riding on the National
Cycle Route. Budby next & through part of Sherwood Forest then pulled up at
the roadside cafe in Ollerton for our first TCP stop at 11.35am.
Fed, watered & emptied we left at 12.10pm minus 1 bike which was
travelling on to Birmingham & a Bon Jovi concert. Back Lane led us to Wellow
& Ompton - the sun was now shining although it was still a little breezy. Into
Little Carlton - some nice houses here - then a left on Bathley Lane where we
slowed for a couple of horses. A narrower single lane to Bathley - more nice
property - riding on twisting lanes in open countryside. Over the stream to
Norwell then a series of turns keeping us on back lanes & narrow roads which
were mainly traffic free. Continuing past Waston Cricket Club & The Great
Wall before turning onto Bell Lane - a bumpy track - one rider just missed this
turn so had to turn round.
Under another railway arch complete with train on then turning right onto a
slightly wider road to Skegby where Polly Taylors Road took us to Ragnall
where there was a sea of yellow rape. Dunham - on Trent came next & Martin
had to slow down for a squirrel crossing the road & someone else whilst
marking a junction decided it was a good place foe a pee. We rode into
Leverton at 1pm, according to the church clock, then Station Road & over the
level crossing with Southgate Lane leading us to Sturton - le - Steeple. Right
next & Gainsborough Road passing West Burton Power Station to Bole,
Soundby & Beckingham (1 bike left the group here). The A 631 took us into

Lincolnshire & West Lindsay, over the bridge & into the garage for fuel. We
turned off left passing Marshalls Yard & Gainsborough Trinity F C with the
A159 leading to Blyton (did you see the Organ/Piano on the roadside offered
for FREE? -- no takers lol). Past the garden with the windmill (second one
today) & pulling into the ice cream parlour at 1.30pm. Most had ice-creams
but one opted for a piece of apple pie & cream & a cuppa.
We left here at 2.20pm & backtracked by Marshalls yard (Ian did you see
the fountain lol), over Gainsborough bridge & onto the 50mph A631 road
taking us through Everton to Bawtry - A 12th Century Port. We turned right at
the traffic lights where riders began to filter off heading homewards from this
point.
Hope Ed enjoyed the ride
We arrived home at 3.30pm to the sunniest part of the day.
Another great ride out in decent weather with good roads, scenery &
GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Martin for leading & Ian for sweeping.
Carole
16th Linc hands for the Wolds Wandering
Due to a couple of sandwiches taking forever to be made (but only minutes to
eat) we didn't leave until 10.45am. Seven bikes turned left, under the railway
to Armthorpe then left again. The clouds were quite dark at this point and it
was fairly breezy. We had to slow down for 5 horse (first of many today) just
before Branton, then continued over the motorway. Rode by Badgers Holt to
New Lane and into Aukley with MoshamRoad taking us by a group of walkers.
As we passed the garden centre at 11am patches of blue sky were trying to
break through the clouds. We were now riding on open roads that led us into
North Lincolnshire & Westwoodside & by the house with the two lions
standing guard. A right turn next on Akeferry Road to Graizelound & into
Nottinghamshire. These were quickly followed by Misterton riding on Haxey
Road, the Jubilee Gardens & on to Stockwith Road. The dark clouds
reappeared as we got to Walkeringham with the A631 taking us over
Gainsborough Bridge - built in 1791, bought in 1927 for £130,000 & made toll
free in 1932.
We picked up another bike as we rode on to the dual carriageway which
took us along by the Lincolnshire Otter. Back on open roads now to
Corringham, past the derelict windmill & on to some winding roads (saw the
sun again) to Harpswell & Hemswell Cliff. Caenby Corner roundabout next
then onwards to Glentham, Bishop Bridge & Middle Rasen where we took a
right. This led us by the police bikes who were having a chat with a sports bike

rider so we dutifully slowed down. Pulled into Willingham Woods at 11.50am
where our new leaders were waiting to take over the reigns. There were also
another three bikes so we numbered 12.
The sun was now shining - hooray - as we departed at 12.15pm with 11
bikes (one returning home from here). We rode left to North Willingham then a
right took us on to narrower open lanes - we got stuck behind a car for a while
at Sixhills then had to slow down for another horse. Keeping to the back lanes
we entered South Willingham & rode by the two thatched cottages & on to
Donnington Road - a single track. On by the TV mast - more horses - then
roller coaster roads to Donnington on Bain & a wider road. Left turn next on
Manor Hill - more horses - through the archway of trees, past more walkers to
Hallington Road (narrower) by the church then stopped to regroup.
Another turn took us back briefly to the main road before taking a left,
negotiating the puddles on Haugham Road where the back of the group had a
good view of the other bikes stretched out in front of them. Now riding on
roads with gravel centres, twisting & turning, riding up & down on bumpy
tracks with the gravel getting more spread out. Tetford came next before we
turned on to North Road & rode through the village to East Road then left to
South Road (but where was West Road). Riding on single tracks now as we
reached Bag Enderby, past the white thatched cottage just before pulling in at
our lunch stop - Stockwith Mill at 1.10pm. The weather now was quite warm &
sunny. More tables were brought out to accommodate us & a variety of food
was ordered & consumed.
A couple of bikes left here at 2pm & 2.15pm with the main group leaving
around 2.30pm (over to Martin).
Thanks to John & Mandy for leading & Tom for sweeping & Martin in his
dual role of leading then sweeping.
Another good ride with some great roads & countryside, decent weather &
GREAT FRIENDS.
Carole
17th Social Night
23rd Escorting Sue's bike to Manchester Airport
11 bikes rolled into Sue's between 9&10am and their riders were treated to a
full english breakfast (til the eggs ran out) or a variety of bacon, beans,
tomatoes and mushroom butties and drinks. A photo was taken with the
Chapter Flag and all the attenees around Sue's bike. The skies were grey and
the forecast wasn't good (but it couldn't dampen our enthusiasm) so
waterproofs were donned by the majority and 12 bikes left at 10.40 am. Sue

realised she needed petrol so the main group pulled in a little further up the
road.

We turned left & rode through Marr, Hickleton & Goldthorpe to Darfield where
we took another left onto the Dearne Valley Parkway. Over the River Dearne
then right to Rotherham on Pontefract Road, left to Westfield Road then
across Elsecar Road to Coaley Lane. Wentworth came next before riding onto
open winding lanes that led us to Harley where we turned onto Sheffield
Road. Along by the bull sculpture to Hoyland then on to Tankersley Lane, over
the motorway & through the overhanging trees making it quite dark. We came
out at Tankersley Manor & turned left to Deepcar, past the body of water &
saw the wind turbines in the distance.
The weather at this point was very dull & dreary as we headed to the A628
turning left at the Flouch roundabout. We encountered cross winds
hereabouts & it was fairly cold & it began to rain (did you see the small
waterfall to your right on the hillside?). Continuing by the reservoir - very low
clouds here that obscured the left hillside - to Crowden where there were a
couple of yachts on the water. Passed the road sign that always makes me
smile "Heavy Plant Crossing" (triffyds maybe). Next came Tintwhistle &
Langendale where the roads were very wet with the rain now getting heavier
as we queued up the hill in Motttram.
The dual carriageway led us to the M67 - rain slowing now - past Denton
Rock turning left on to the M56. We arrived at Manchester Airport freight
terminal at 12.20pm & told the staff that we'd come to ship 12 bikes (don't
think they were amused). As Sue had been told it would take at least 30
minutes to crate her bike up Malc had arranged for the remainder of the group
to go back to the Travelodge for drinks & snacks.

A little confusion about Sues paperwork so Suzybabe stayed with her to
sort it out, so 10 bikes headed to the hotel & awaited a phone call from Sue to
say that she was ready to go. She did phone but it was to ask if anyone knew
how to turn off her alarm. Malc & Wizard went to the terminal to help.
The weather was looking decidedly better now - we could see some blue
patches of sky - albeit not many - so a couple of bikes left for home at 1.30pm.
Malc can you finish of the report for the return journey please.
An unusual rideout today & it rained & it was windy & it was cold but as
always it was a ride with GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Malc for leading & Tom for sweeping.
Carole

Taking up from Carole's part one ride out report, Jeff and I went back to
Serviceair and assist Wiggy with her bike alarm. Although the battery was
disconnected the alarm was still "sounding off". Located the stand by alarm
battery, disconnected it and hey presto, a result! Some paperwork still had to
be sorted out with the shipping agent and the carrier, which Servieair assured
Wiggy would be completed on Monday.
So back to the Cafe in Premier Inn to pick up the rest of the gang, Wiggy now
riding pillion behind me (don’t mention Winnits Pass) to ride through the high
peak district down to Derwent Water. Leaving the freight terminal we turned
left onto the A538 heading towards Wilmslow. As most of you know Wilmslow

is very POSH, so I instructed our small group that as we passed through there
would be no spitting or farting.
On the High St there must have been the largest Aston Martin Garage
outside London, and Cheshire Diamond shop which looked that it would give
Harrods a run for it money. Skirting Alderley Edge with some very impressive
properties, although we did not see any celebs.
The weather was now improving but still cold and very windy. Going into open
country and windy roads the views were reminding us that we were now in the
peak district. Passing through Poynton, Hazel Grove and Marple, we again
encounted windy roads but with the wind factor at times quite tricky. A626 into
Glossop and a petrol and ciggy stop. At this stage Stuart’s bike got a little tired
and decided to have a lay down. We gave it a good kicking and told it to
behave itself. Leaving Glossop and onto the Snake Pass for the run down into
more sheltered terrain. Very little traffic probably due to the weather we kept
close formation arriving mob handed at the Derwent Water visitors center,
where they were quite a number of muddy cyclist. Hot chocolate and pasties
were the order of the day. Wiggy started feeding the ducks and before we
knew it we were surrounded by ducks in their hundreds. As we were leaving
Susie Babe’s bike decided to play a alarm tune every time she tried to start it.
Pressing all the switches in a random pattern, more out of ignorance than
knowledge, and threatening it with the same treatment as we administered to
Stuarts bike it decided to play ball. So off we went taking the A5 and A6101,
thro Stannington, and Owlerton passing some sort of football ground, we went
via Halifax Rd turning right to arrive at the M1 junction 35, just thro
Chapeltown. Group stop to say our goodbye’s to Sue and wish her bon
voyage for her trip of a life time to the good old US of A. At this point we went
our separate ways. Although we were damp, cold and buffered by the wind we
had a few laughs and enjoyed the day. (hope this part two of the ride out
report is up to scratch Carole).
Another escapade by the legendary St Leger Chapter. Many thanks to all
who braved the conditions and helping to mark the start of Wiggy’s odyssey.
Thanks to Tom for back marking, and also many, many thanks to my Sat Nav
for behaving itself.
Malc
30th East Yorkshire Scenic Saunter
10 bikes left from Morrisons at 9.30am waved off by Lee and George. We
turned onto the M18, weatherise it was cloudy with a few sunny intervals,
which took us into the East Riding of Yorkshire. It got a little windy as we rode
over the dual waterway as we continued to the M62. Crossed the River Ouse,
saw the wind turbines then left the motorway and headed to Howden. Thorpe
Road led us to the A614 and a nice twisting road. Passed the house with 2

Labrador statues guarding then by the one with two large stone lions. (did you
see the man dummy wearing the yellow vest that was tied to the telegraph
pole just before reaching Holme Upon Spalding Moor.
Turned right on New Road then left into Shiptonthorpe - our meeting point where we pulled into the garage at 10.15am. Nine more bikes were here
already with another two joining a few minutes later so we numbered 21. We
left here after a very detailed pre ride talk by Stuart P at 10.35am turning left
to Haydon & on to the A1079. Our next turn led us to Pocklington & by the
field of Galloway Cattle (pretty rare I'm told). On to Percy Road a narrower
road, then past Woldgate College & on to open roads.
A left next where the group got split by a 4x4 in our midst then back to a
wider road for a while before returning to a narrow lane. It got a bit breezy
along here as we crossed over the main road to a lane with gravel & many pot
holes. Good views to the left of the yellow rape & red poppy fields - aaahhh
nice. I believe we were riding on the Yorkshire Wolds Way. Through the
village which led to a single track -- a gaggle of geese here to the left -- with
another turn taking us on a great road through the dry valley. Onwards by the
fields of sheared, clean sheep riding on a smooth wider road, under the trees
then a right took us downhill giving us great panoramic views.
Into Birdsall riding by the big house with the four horses on the right running
up to the fence to say hello but not so the horses on the left. Along by the
brown cows then the white cows with a series of turns taking us back on to
roads that had white lines. Settringham came next then turned back on to
twisting lanes where we regrouped just before Scagglethorpe. Rode through
the village then turned on the A614 & a dual carriageway where it got quite
dull again. Over the motorway then on the A169 which took us over the River
Rye. Continued by the stream to our right that was almost on a level with the
road - there were bridges over this to the individual houses. Right to High
Marishes & Thornton Le Dale & pulled in to the car park at 11.45am.

Once parked up we had a hour for TCP so some people headed to the
village for food & drink whilst others eat their own food. Left here minus one
bike so now 20 & rode out through the village, past the car museum & saw a
dozen or so bikes (many of them Harleys) travelling in the opposite direction.
Turned left & pulled in (if need be) to one or other of the two garages for fuel.
Mobile again we rode uphill on the A169 on Kirkham Lane turning left on
Hatcase Lane then right to Castlegate. Downhill now on winding lanes, under
trees & turning again by the house with the sheep & shark ornaments. Under
more trees we were following the left hand side stream which led to New
Bridge where we rode over the old style level crossing. Back in to the
countryside where once again the back riders had a great view of the other
bikes stretched out in front.
Newton Upon Rawcliffe then down a 16% gradient & under the archway to
Stape where it was very bumpy. Past the house with the large wooden lion
sculptures & onwards through Capton Forest still riding on roller coaster roads
- sunny now. Carried on through the moorlands keeping our eyes peeled for
the roadside sheep & lambs. Over a cobbled bridge (stream was quite high
underneath) & onwards with far reaching views of our intended roadway. Over
the ford - complete with water - & more roller coaster bumpy roads. The flat
scenery up to the hills was only occasionally broken by a rogue tree. Did you
notice Whitby Bay on the horizon?
The tracks now had grassy centres as we headed to Egton Bridge where we
pulled over at 1.55pm. Dave led some of the group to the two sets of stepping
stones before returning to the bikes which were parked alongside three huge

Douglas Firs. They were that big that it took seven of us with arms
outstretched to join up around one of them (a little tree hugging). We
continued the ride by taking a left & travelling up a 16% gradient on still more
twisting turning tarmac. Under an archway then a left off Broom House Lane
to Limber Hill where there temporary traffic lights due to a substancial water
leak which we had to ride through. Under another arched bridge which
brought us to Glaisdale where I'm sure you all spotted the figures & animals
outside the houses. These included a lady in a deckchair on High Terrace, a
couple of rabbits hiding in the bracken, a few sheep, the man from beetlejuice
& a waiter -- lots more but too many to mention.
Turned left watching out for the sheep again ( never know what they may
do), over numerous cattle grids before slowing down for a horse & rider. Great
Fryup Dale next (who saw the large treehouse?) then right on more great
winding traffic free lanes & into Fryup Dale (but only once this year lol).
Another left climbing uphill, encountered more sheep - but all well behaved I
believe. Riding through the brown moors which were only broken by a few
patches of white plants (cotton maybe) - it was quite windy hereabouts. One
rider left the group here & headed for home with the rest turning right onto the
main road. Our next left gave us some great views looking down into the
valley. Along by the Lion Inn at the top of the Cat & Fiddle with views of the
viaduct to the left. The weather was now dull & windy as we rode down to
Hutton le Hole where I saw a ram tethered to our left - did you?. Continued by
Ryedale Folk Museum, still winding roads - the sun came out - yeah - then we
returned to the main road which led to Kirbymoorside.
Now on Kirkdale Road we quickly passed through Howkeld, Nawton &
Beadlam then back to open countryside. Pulled into the farm shop at Beadlam
Grange at 2.50pm & sadly we had to leave the ride at this point so over to
Martin or someone else to fill in the rest. I hear we missed out on some cakes
boo hoo.
A great ride with great roads & scenery & the weather was ok &
GREAT FRIENDS. A thoroughly enjoyable day.
Thanks to Stuart P for leading & Roger & Dave G for back marking.
Carole

St Leger Chapter History July 2012
1st July HOG on the Humber
20 bikes turned right out of Premier and proceeded to ride into North Yorkire and the
village of Whitley, then on past Learning Lane and a very busy car boot sale before
crossing over Whitley Lock. Onwards through Eggborough and Hensall (did anyone
see the Llama. Broad Road next and onto some nice winding roads that led us to Little
Heck Common Lane (great name) and into the East Riding where it was quite breezy
Next came Snaith, West & East Cowick & Rawcliffe with the wind turbines in the
distance to our left. We passed the headless scarecrow in the field before turning off
to Airmyn then a left that took us over Boothferry Bridge & into the East Riding again
(I didn't know we had left it but we must have done). Through Howden, over the
motorway & past the garage with some old cars outside, including an Austin A35 -but no Jags.
Newport & North Cave came next before quickly passing Wolds Prison then to
South Cave. We rode alongside the Castle Walls that housed the very impressive
Castle Hotel (would make a nice backdrop for a photo shoot!!!!!).
We pulled up in the garage at 11.40am where we had arranged to meet up with the
Duckponders. This added another 7 bikes so we now numbered 27. We headed out to
Elloughton then onto the dual carriageway taking us to the infamous village of Hessle,
Hessle (did you spot the bear carving on the tree?). Next came our tour of Hessle
which involved doing a loop around the village & thus the front & back halves of the
group passing each other (obviously we were travelling in opposite directions) with
lots of smiling & waving (I reckon that was just a practice run for crossing the Bridge
lol).
There was quite a queue at the roundabout near the Bridge but we were then led in
by a group of marshalls. The time was 12.05pm as we parked up & were met in the
unusually quiet car park by a few more chapter members. We went to buy our £10
bands but unfortunately they had no pins left. We had a chat & were off at 12.30pm
for our ride over the Bridge (if you didn't attend watch Kevins video on u-tube). It
was very fresh on the Bridge but thats nothing new. The attendance this year to my
mind was very disappointing but we still enjoyed the experience. Ride over & into the
car park to regroup, those that had brought food consumed it whilst waiting for
another chapter member to meet us.
He arrived at 1.30pm & then were we on our way taking a left turn to the A63, on
to the dual carriageway & back to South Cave & onto some nice twisting roads to the
A1079 before pulling in for fuel near Shipmanthorpe. Hayton Village next on Feoffe
Common Road (another great name) to Kexby where it got a bit cooler to Dunnington
before crossing over the motorway. On through the many traffic lights, managing to
stay mostly together, taking us to York.
We turned left at the archway, rode around the walls then turned right up the side of
the Keep & parked up outside the Castle Museum at 2.10pm. T.C.P. came next &

once all were suitably refreshed it was time for some fun. Wiggy negotiated a £1 a
ride deal with the carousel man & once they were all mounted it was time for the St
Leger Derby but unfortunately the rules stated that overtaking was not allowed. After
4 or 5 minutes it was time to dismount & this prooved to be a problem for one lady
member - no names mentioned though as I said I wouldn't tell anyone didn't I Helen
--oops .(Watch Steves video on u-tube).
3.30pm & merriment over it was time to leave -- we said our farewells to the
Ponders here so now 15 bikes continued on the homeward journey. This took us to
Fulford before turning left to Naburn & past the very pungent sewerage works then
past the boatyard on great back lanes in open countryside where that yellow ball in the
sky -- think it's called the sun, did manage to shine albeit for only a little while.
Stillingfleet came next on York Road then turned righth at the Cross Keys Inn to
Cawood & over the Bridge. Still on winding roads with the stream on our left we
headed to Sherburn, past the field of black sheep before pulling into a quiet squires at
4.05pm. T.C.P.& P(asties) here. People drifted off from here at various times &
headed home.
Once again a good day out with GREAT FRIENDS & we managed to stay dry.
Thanks to Malc for leading & George & Sheila & Kevin & Lesley for sweeping.
Carole
Also On the Saturday, both Chapter members who were there (and Rhiannon and her
mates ) had a go at the games.

4th July Barton Bike Night
A few members went, most got wet and Gary ate lots.

WE HAVE A NEW SPONSORING DEALER- LEEDS HARLEY DAVIDSON

THANKS GUYS
Rideout 8th July Thirsk

The weather forecast for day was awful so just 6 bikes turned up
the hill to Campsall, rode over the motorway before joining the A1
where left at Ferrybridge. Onto the A162 and North Yorks, then the
A124 through Fairburn and Sherburn and past a fairly quiet Squires.
We turned left at the traffic lights then pulled in just around the
corner so that Sue could change a fuse. The sun came out as we set
off from here and we rode to Barkston Ash and Towton on the Old
London Road leading us into open countryside for a while before
reaching Tadcaster.

We rode past the Brewery at 11.15am with our next left taking us
on to some nice twisting roads. Another left then a right by the
concrete balls to Rudgate & onwards ignoring the "Road Closed"
sign for a couple of miles before finding the road blocked off by a
few barriers. Undaunted Bob moved one aside & rode through but
the other 5 bikes decided to turn around & took 2 lefts thus bringing
the group back together (the road closed sign was not for flooding it
was for railway repairs but it being Sunday no one was working).
Longland Lane took us to Whixley then back to the main road to
Little Ooseburn & Boroughbridge. Returning to back winding lanes
to the A168, turning left at the Crab & Lobster, a thatched pub,
then over the bridge & past the caravans with a glider flying
overhead. Alanbrook Barracks came next to Carlton Miniot where
once again the sun came out. Past the bungalow with its many
many flowers before reaching Thirsk & riding alongside the
racecourse before stopping for fuel. We then rode around the corner
& into the town centre where we pulled into the cobbled car park at
12.20pm.

Sandwiches, fish chips & peas, bananas, peaches, strawberries &
ice-cream & drinks were consumed whilst sitting on a bench in the
sunshine. We left here at 1.10pm saying goodbye to 4 bikes, thus
leaving just two bikes to continue. We rode to Felixkirk then began
travelling uphill giving us views to our left then under the trees then

downhill with the views now on our right. On through a couple of
pretty little villages on twisting, winding, undulating lanes with
some great views all around.

Now we were up on the Moors with the only things moving apart
from us were the sheep & the trees blowing in the breeze (or should
I say wind). We rode over numerous cattle grids & passed a few
scattered houses before reaching Osmotherley where we returned
to a wider road, but only for a while, then back on to country lanes
taking us to Coldcod Reservoir. Having negotiated the sheep & the
water on the road we headed downhill through more trees on quite
wet roads which didn't last for long. Back to a wider road we
followed the stream on our right at Whorlton before a right turn at
the Blacksmiths Arms took us back to the main road.

Martin informed us whilst waiting at a junction that our brake
light wasn't working, but we continued to Faceby on open traffic
free roads ( just how we like them), over the cobbled ford giving
more nice views. A right turn up to Chop Gate where we arrived at
2.20pm only to find it very empty & Lord Stokes Cafe closed. We
changed the bulb in the back light but the brake light still didn't
work.
We decided to stop in the White Horse car park for an ice cream
(whats the saying about best laid plans). In to Ryedale district with
the sun shining & onto the main sweeping road to Newgate Bank

turning right downhill with the scenery to our left. We managed to
meet 3 tractors at various points on this road but they were all
quite obliging & pulled in to let us pass. Next past the horse gallops
in the middle of nowhere still on windy roads before riding past the
Yorkshire Gliding Club. There were lots of gliders parked in their
containers & numerous small planes. Down to the White Horse on a
nice road only to find that there was no ice cream van -- boo hoo so
we continued riding downhill & on reaching the junction we were
held up by some runners (must have been some sort of event).

It was quite warm now (well it is July) as we got to Olstead then
through the archway of Byland Abbey (another good backdrop for a
photo). We saw a couple of old cars as we went through Ampleforth
& Brandsbury & into the Howardian Hills - I know one was a Zephyr.
Once out of the countryside & off the winding lanes we made a
beeline for York. We rode past Nestles & the unmistakable smell of
chocolate - yummy then on through a fairly busy Gillygate, past
the theatre, saw the York Eye on our way to the river for a cuppa.
What was that about plans?? - the river was flooded so no drink
here. A detour was called for so we went to the Castle Museum Cafe
- no carousel either - where we pulled in at 4pm.
We left at 4.40pm, saw the narrow boats all decked out with
bunting before joining the A1 where the skies began to darken. Had
a very short sharp shower here. We pulled off at Woolley & Martin
continued to Sheffield. Encountered another sharp shower just 5
minutes from home where we arrived at 5.40pm.

Thanks to Malc, Mave, Caz & Wiggy for ignoring the weather
forecast & coming out to play & thanks to Martin for sticking with us
to the end.
A good ride with GREAT FRIENDS, the weather could have been
better but we didn't get wet so I call that a result.
What a difference a year makes this ride was done on the 2nd
May 2011 with 26 bikes & good weather.
Thanks to Bob & Carole for leading & Martin for sweeping.
Carole

Ben’s ride 11th July 2012
Well managed to skive off work so Ben's ride was on, arriving at Askern with a
patchy sky but no rain, but the road gave evidence of a decent down pour not long
ago, the garage still with a pond on the entry and exit to the pumps. In attendance Ian,
Sue and Harley, Tom, Wiggy, Baz, George, Sheila and Triumph Eddy. A run up the
A19 to York, a simple enough route you would have thought but Mr Pastoor decided
to take a look at the local shops in Templar
(goof No-1), but sharp as a tack
Double T took a grip of the situation and diverted down the A19, the planned route
was back on. It is rumored that Malcolm has printed off some road atlas' and the same
printer was used as the calendar, they are £4.99 for one or £1 for two. Skirting around
Selby on the A19 with Ian back in front taking the lead, we headed for York with the
weather holding off and the sun popping out now and then, with the CB boys telling
the lead we were all together and no drop off's were needed, a nice man in a white van
let us through to re-group, well done that man. On the out skirts of York we picked up
Ady waiting patiently and then we arrived at the Pavilion Hotel, with a little shower to
great us along with Mike and Big Di, yes it was Mally.
Ben and the group were feasting on some super food provided by the hotel, with the
BSA 1000cc combination parked at the door, the group were shown into a parlour
room with an order of tea, coffee and sandwiches, Wiggy not to impressed with the
carpet but for some reason wanted to hide under the table ????? a throw back to the by
gone days of the rent man and wash boards, Mike had painted eye's on his eyelids so
you did'nt know when he dropped off, but Big Di kept him in line. Tea and coffee
arrived and snap was laid on the table, George being a butcher got stuck in to the beef
and said it was good stuff and went on to eat several just to make sure, and Sheila won
the "I can eat more biscuits than you" competition hands down. Photo call and a chat
to the lads on the ride followed, much rain had fallen with Ben wishing he had a
brolly on a few occasions, and a little more room in that sidecar would'nt have gone
amiss. The weather now looking better for the journey, and the ride escorts talking to
Ian about the route to Donny, Ian at this point was prised from a "breast feeding"
chair
(goof-2) and so we geared up and fired up the bikes.

A very smooth and flawless operation, I think I only stopped once from York to
Donny and the sun was now shinning, one of our Sue's gave us a wave just south of
Askern, taking time out from work to give us a wave, through the middle of Doncaster
and on to Ben's parents on the Bawtry road and the end of the escorted ride. Now for
another shock, Mr. Pastoor being mummy and making the tea's (Sue take note, gaff
No-3) and a very good job he did to, and Sheila would have given Usain Bolt a run for
his money when the chocolate cake came out, boy can that girl move when she wants
to. At this point one or two of us made our way home, did Ian and Ady eat all the cake
???? we may never find out, wishing the lads a safe and dry journey I departed with
Triumph Eddy.
Special thanks to......Best Western Hotels, Honda UK. Sonic Intercoms and the
National Motorcycle Museum, the ladies behind the scenes for there hard work, and to
the lads for letting me and St Leger HOG be part of this event, to all of my fellow
rider's some of whom made personal sacrifice's with work etc, I wish you good luck

and hope you raise as much cash as poss, and get the exposure you deserve. Cheer's
Martin

Rideout 18th July Horseshoe Pass
9 bikes took a left out of premier, past Crown garden centre onto Butcher Lane to
Whitley and once again past a busy car boot sale. We turned onto the M62 riding past
Ferrybridge and the Aire and Calder Canal before reaching the 50mph zone. Once
through this and back up to speed we saw some nice scenery firstly to the right and
then to the left. It got a quite a bit colder and windier as we neared the resevoir then
onwards by the farm in the centre of the motorways to Saddleworth Moor on the
highest motorway in England.
The grey clouds started to appear, just before our first stop at Birch services for fuel,
but they soon blew away. The time 11.35am as we rejoined the M60 only to be
confronted with a 30mph zone. The sun made an appearance but was blocked by more
cloud as we returned to a 50mph zone.
We left at junction 12 & rode onto a very bumpy section of road (just ask Tina) then
off again at junction10 for the M6 which was quickly followed by the M56 to North
Wales. Passed the canal boats before pulling into Chester services for our second stop
at 12.25pm.
Our journey continued after taking on more fuel at 12.55pm -- the M56, M53 &
A53 came next & the roads signs began to change to Welsh. A little mix up when we
left at the wrong exit so we had to do a full circle thus taking us back into England &
then back into Wales & onto the right road heading to Wrexham (Wrecsam) on the
A539.
Onwards to Rhiwabn, Acrefair & Trevor past the Aussie Rooster Pub leading us
into Denbighshire & seeing more nice scenery. Followed the stream to our left, saw
the sun, saw the steel sculpture of the oak leaves & acorns bringing us to the
Llangollen steam railway station. Past another sculpture this time of a harp before
turning right & onto some nice winding roads that would lead us to the Horseshoe
Pass. Rode past the Abbey on the right, the cart with all the plants on then under the
trees, then more great views as we rode through the slate hills.
We pulled into the Ponderosa Cafe (1357ft) at 2.05pm - not as busy here as it was in
2011 but have got to say it wasn't as warm either. Fed & watered, presents bought,
photos taken we were on our way at 2.55pm turning right & riding downhill on some
great twisting roads (more views). We managed to pick up quite a nice pace here as
there weren't many other vehicles about. Now on the A5, past Rhugg Estate, the bison
statue & the bison in the field to Gwynedd where the Welsh hills were full of clean
sheep.
Got stuck behind a caravan before encountering more traffic that brought us to a
standstill. There had been an accident & the ambulance & air ambulance were in
attendance so we had to wait until the air ambulance was air born. Once back on track
we rode through Sarnau & Porty Bala before starting our scenic route around Lake
Bala were the canoes & sailing vessels were out. The sun was now shining, the
scenery was great as were the winding, twisting roads.

After our trip around the lake we returned to the main road & headed back to Sarnau
& more fuel. Corwen came next then over the river where we managed to drop on the
Tour De Wales ( a group of about a dozen cyclists). Once past them the next place
was LLidiart Y Parc , saw the windmill outside the butterfly shop then a sign that said
we were riding on the Historic Route.
This time we came up the side of the railway - quite a number of people around here
looking at the steam trains & enjoying the sunshine. Past some narrowboats & back
into Trevor, Erbinstock & Overton on the A539 where we got held up again, this time
by a tractor pulling a trailer with a digger on it. Penley came next before we rode into
Shropshire & Whitchiurch where we pulled up outside a garage at 5.25pm. A couple
of riders including ourselves left the group here & headed home - where we arrived at
7.50pm.
Mustn't forget to mention the best name of the day Glassblobbery.
Another good ride with decent weather & GREAT company.
Thanks to Tony for leading & Martin for sweeping.
A few Welsh words GYRRWCH YN ARAF -- DRIVE SLOWLY BEIC
MODUR -- MOTORBIKE
MERCHED -- LADIES DYNION -- GENTS
ARAF -- SLOW BONT -BRIDGE
DIWEDD Y LLWYBR -- END OF ROUTE
Some of the sights at the Ponderosa

22nd July Pete’s Duckpond waddle
On what was forecast to be a proper summers day 31 bikes turned out. Pete’s pre ride
talk revealed that the celebrity guest and the great photo shoot opportunity was Sarah
Beenie and her home Rise Hall.
Once again we rode through Whitley & past the car boot sale with the sun shining &
blue skies & only a few clouds. Onto the A19, over Whitley Lock, past Eggborough
to Chapel Haddlesey, over the bridge to Burn, then on Brick Kiln Lane & over Selby
Swing Bridge. We turned right next taking us into the countryside to North Duffield,
over yet another bridge but this time it was the Grade 2 listed Derwent Bridge. Into
Dudworth then a left on to Northfield road & twisting roads to the B1228 where we
rode through the trees then taking another left at Rossmoor Garage.

We caused a mini stampede here as the horses decided to run across their field as
we rode past. Sutton upon Derwent was the next place we passed before turning right
at the tennis courts then left to Wilberfoss still on great roads.
It took the group a while to negotiate a junction because of the volume of traffic on
the main road we were crossing so we pulled in to regroup. Storking Lane led us to
Fangfoss (great name) on a very bumpy road where it got a little breezy. As we
reached Full Sutton we managed to pick up some old motorbikes which got
interspersed in our group (wonder if they managed to do a little regrouping of their
own & find the correct group - only some of them seemed a little lost). There were
some nice views around this area. Did anyone spot the black AA box no. 573? Onto a
good free flowing biking road next, plenty of bikes travelling in the opposite direction
too, where we managed to pick up a nice bit of speed.
We arrived at our first stop - Seaways Cafe at Fridaythorpe at 12.30pm & left after
30-40 minutes via the top exit where we turned left. We skirted Wetwang turning onto
smaller back lanes some had muck & gravel down the centre. Onto good winding
lanes with nice views around & virtually traffic free taking us past the pond to
Middleton on the Wolds where we had to slow down for the horse riders. We took a
right at the Robin Hood Pub to Etton (did you see the two musketeers having a twig
sword fight near the pond? it was just a man & boy really).
Onto narrower lanes to Bishop Burton before riding past the Duckponders
Duckpond then on to a single track that took us through the trees before turning back
on to a wider road. We regrouped again here before Westwood Pasture but then
getting split up again at the traffic lights in Beverley across from North Bar Without -outside the city walls -- apparently North Bar Within is inside the city walls. Some of
the group then got held up at the level crossing at Tickton so we pulled over in a bus
stop to wait. The weather was now quite warm (made a change).
Rode past the Llamas - 3 large & 2 small then over the River Hull & passed the
church whos clock showed 1.35pm. Next to a good sweeping road with several tight
bends but thankfully hardly any traffic but managed to make the cows stampede this
time. Onto another single, open, breezy, winding track, through more trees, over
more bridges, dodging muck & gravel before getting stuck behind a tractor. Once past
& on to Arnold Lane West before pulling in to the garage where we all removed our
crash helmets as the garage owners had donated £100 to our charity for doing so.
Mobile again & through Skrilaugh to Rise Road & past Rise Hall to the Private
Entrance where we steadily made our way in twos up the gravel. We met 2 more
members here so all in all 33 bikes parked up in a V - Shape in front of the hall.
Sarah, Graham & their children plus family friends & more children not forgetting
Daisy the Dashound were all there to welcome us. Many photos were taken of all the
above (not the dog obviously) sitting on the bikes before a group photo or 6 or 7 were
taken on the entrance steps to the hall. We then made our way around the side of the
hall where we sat in the glorious sunshine & enjoyed the drinks, cakes & scones that
had been generously provided for us -- yummy. We stayed for around an hour & left
at 3.05pm waved off by the family -- I hope they had enjoyed it as much as we did.

Two members left the group here but we still numbered 31 as we rode into
Witherwick, past Cowden Holiday Park with views of the sea on our right. Through
Mappleton on more twisty roads, past the wooden chalets & into Hornsea. We rode on
past the golf club & Strawberry Gardens then turned right onto a very busy road that
led us down to the seafront (never been down the front before). Past more caravans,
railway station then out of town to Atwick. Did you see the flowers & the photograph
on the Cenotaph? looks like it was another fallen hero.
Skirlington next & past Mr Moos ice cream parlour to Skipsea, Brough & Sleaford
to Brandsburton where we pulled into Burton Lodge Hotel & parked up on the grass
at 4.15pm. Teas, coffees & cokes were drunk whilst waiting for the rice to finish
cooking. Paella & chilli were served up before the Birthday cakes were brought out.

Mally, Di & Geoff (Wizard) had all celebrated birthdays this week so a chorus of
"Happy Birthday" was sung before the chocolate cake was handed around.

14 bikes left here at 5.30pm after saying goodbye to the Duckponders & Malc was
now leading ( on his new bike - great paint job). We went to Leven on the A1035 to
Northorpe on Bielby Road past Beverley Cathedral (great building) where 2 bikes
peeled off leaving a round dozen. Back through Westwood Pasture then Walkington
& downhill giving some nice views to North Cave, Newport, Scalby, Gilberdyke &
Howden where we stopped for fuel with the remaining members splitting off.
A great day with great weather, great roads, great venues & GREAT
FRIENDS
Thanks to Pete & Helen for leading & George & Sheila & Mally for sweeping
& Malc for leading from Brandsburton.
Thanks to the garage for their generous donation of £100.
shoot.

Many thanks to Pete & Helen for arranging our celebrity guests & photo

Many thanks to Sarah, Graham & friends & family for allowing us into their
home & supplying us with food & drink.
Many thanks to Mally, Gayle & family & friends for supplying us with food.
Carole
July 29th Devil’s Bridge
15 bikes left for todays ride with the sun shining albeit a little breezy. We got held up
almost immediately at the level crossing whilst a very long goods train went through.
Once more onto Butcher Lane to Whitley, past the car boot sale, over Whitley Lock
on the A19, past Eggborough to Chapel Haddlesey. Rode over the bridge before
turning left onto back lanes that took us to West Haddlesey and as we crossed the next
bridge the skies became greyer and we had our first shower.
On reaching Birkin we encountered the cycle race, thankfully going in the opposite
direction. A series of left & right turns took us in to open countryside & onto twisting

lanes then on Birkin Lane to Sutton Lane & to Sutton Village in the sunshine.
Brotherton greeted us with wet roads but rode back onto dry ones at Burton Salmon,
then to the A162, under the bridge on London Road where we had a heavy shower as
we approached the battlefield town of Towton.
Crossed over the motorway then continued to Tadcaster where we turned right at the
lights & passed by the brewery. Left next past Riley - Smith Hall & to Boston Spa (I
wonder if the scooter riders managed to complete their repairs?). Wattle Syke
Roundabout next & on to Collingham, turned left at the car boot sale in the pub car
park where one seller was trying to wave us in. We skirted East Keswick as the sun
came out giving us some nice views before turning right at Harewood House.
A left to the A61 & more views to our right & in front as we rode downhill. Stopped
around here to regroup before continuing to Arthington & under another bridge to
Pool. Turned left at the garage taking us to Otley past Gallows Hill then pulled in at
the cafe at the side of the river at 11.55am.
Fed & watered we left at 12.30pm, leaving 2 members here, turned uphill then left
giving us this time views to the left & front. Followed the stream on our left for a
while on nice winding roads to Ilkley. On to Nesfield Road, past the golf club where
we had more drizzle which increased to heavy rain as we rode along the single track
complete with large puddles. Had to slow down for some young pheasants on the
roadside before returning to the main road where the hills were just visible under the
grey skies albeit the distant ones were shrouded in mist. Into Skipton, past the Back of
the Beck, into the town where we stopped for fuel at 1.05pm.
Continued on the A65, saw the narrowboats on the canal, left turn, over the bridge
across the canal to Gargrave & Coniston Cold -- did you see the house that was
bedecked with flowers?. Dry roads as we got to Long Preston where it was sunny &
breezy. Went by Settle Junction following the railway lines to our left, past two old
cars the second one showing a butchers sign. Onwards passing the Falconry Centre &
on to a road that gave us all round views, crossed the half cartwheel bridge then to
Cowan Bridge & Kirby Lonsdale.

It took us a couple of minutes to turn right here to Devils Bridge where we pulled in
at 2.10pm. A couple of policemen were present due to the tragic accident on July 21st
when a 22 year old man lost his life after jumping off the bridge (floral tributes were
on the bridge). Food, drinks, toilet (20p --robbery), another sharp shower, a group
photograph on the bridge before leaving at 2.50pm (still raining).

As we reached Casterton the rain got heavier, Barbon next on a single track riding
through the hills with the rain now slowing down. Followed the stream -- I heard one
comment here -- these roads & views would be stunning if only the sun had been
shining.
Past the tents then through the little cobbled village of Dent to Cowgill, through the
trees, past the house called Cowdub before picking up another stream that began on
our left but crossed to the right as we rode on more twisting, winding lanes. A little
more rain as we headed back to the main road plus the wind.

Another great view -- Settle Viaduct next, would have stopped here for an ice-cream
if the weather had been better. Horton In Ribblesdale on the B6479 then Stainforth &
over the tops. Around here we rode over numerous cattle grids, dodged many sheep
then had to ride through the cows including the scary one with the horns. Over more
bridges, past the stone barn named "Ewe Inn" & more pheasants on the roadside. I
wonder if the sheep (ram) with the feed bucket on its head has managed to escape yet
as it seemed to be wedged on its horns.
On the B6265 past Kilnsey Crag to Threshfield & the sun came out a few miles
before we reached Burnsall. Parked up & went to the cafe about 5pm, most of us sat
outside after wiping down the wet chairs & ordered drinks & scones with jam &
cream (where were you Martin?).

We left with the sun shining after 30 - 40 minutes, past the Abbey, past Sandholme
& past Bolton Abbey. This last section of the ride turned out to be the nicest weather
of the day. A couple of riders headed to the A59 but the main group continued to
Addingham on the A65. Stopped for more fuel in Ilkley then back through Otley, Pool
& Arthington not encountering much traffic. The A61 next turning left at Harewood
House to Collingham to Grange Moor roundabout & onto the A1 & here endeth the
ride.
Thanks to Bob & Carole for leading & George & Sheila & Steve & Mez for
sweeping.
Some good roads, some good scenery, weather could have been better, good
scones & the company of GREAT FRIENDS.
Carole

St Leger Chapter History August 2012
4th August Rolling Thunder, Doncaster Market and Wroot/Wrooted

5th August Bridlington
An earlier start of 10am today and 10 bikes left led by Malc, through Whitley
past Gravel Hill then onto the M62 after passing the boot sale. The sun
couldn’t make it’s mind up whether to shine or not as we rode down the
motorway and crossed over the River Hull. We left the motorway and headed
towards Howden, onto the A641 on Boothferry Road Avenue then Drain Lane.
An old red London Bus passed us going in the opposite direction (reminded
me of the one that Cliff Richard & company travelled in the film "Summer
Holiday"). Next came Holme upon Spalding Moor where we encountered a
slow moving van -- took us a while to get past. We arrived at the garage at
Shiptonthorpe at 10.50am where we picked up 8 Duckponders so we now
numbered 18.
We rode into the countryside but still on main roads & were met by the sun
as we reached Middleton on the Wolds. Continuing on the A614 to Burton
Agnes & Thornholme, few grey clouds here, into Carnaby next & a couple of
right turns took us into Carnaby Industrial Estate at 11.35am. We met up with
about a dozen bikes of the East Coast Low Riders & left 15 minutes later with
the sun now shining.
One of their riders was leading us now & we rode onto the A165 towards
Bridlington. We met quite a bit of traffic on route & the group got split up due
to a number of traffic lights. The back half of the group rode on past Marton
Holiday Parks & Danes Dyke & into Flamborough before alarm bells started to
ring -- were we going the right way -- YES. A U -turn took us back on Crofts
Hill past the caravans & into Sewerby Village & down to Sewerby Hall. Wrong
entrance so another U -turn to Viking Road turning left to Sewerby Heads, left
on Sewerby Road & once again into Sewerby Village. (Sewerby Sewerby) lol
Finally into the grounds where we parked up alongside the first half of the
group whom I was told had been there for about 15 - 20 minutes. Five minutes
later we were led down the field to our final parking place - cliff top giving a
great view of the sea & seashore. People went off in search of refreshments,
some ate preprepared food, & then to look around the stalls &/or the car boot
traders. We had a short sharp shower & the weather got quite cool for a while.

1-50pm & time to depart, along the seafront then into town where we got
held up in traffic once again -- it got a little noisy here -- but arriving in
Bridlington at our reserved parking area at 2.15pm. Martins bike had got a bit

spattered with seagull s*** -- hope he bought a lottery ticket lol. Went for food
& drink & a little walk around then back to the bikes for a 3.30pm departure.

We left the Low Riders & most of the Duckponders here & 10 bikes
continued out of town before stopping for petrol. A right turn took us on Easton

Road, through the trees to Boynton & Rudston on main country roads with
nice views to our left then changing to our right as we reached Cowlam
Manor. Sledmere next then right on the B1253, past a couple of monuments
near Sledmere House with the next left turn taking us onto smaller lanes
travelling firstly uphill then downhill giving us all round views. Parts of this road
turned out to be quite bumpy.
Onwards through Wetwang turning right onto Station road then left onto a
single track which was fairly straight to begin with. We then got to the up &
down section taking us to Huggate. Another right & downwards on smaller
single tracks with grass & gravel on occasion, riding unhurridly through the
valley on nice twisting, winding roads with the Highland Cattle on both sides to
Millington. Turned left & rode past many scarecrows -- I saw witches, robots &
Goldilocks & the three bears - what did you see? Rode through the village
where the villagers were lining the streets (great planning Malc) - I don't know
if we were more surprised or them.
Out of the village & back to the main road to Pocklington then right on
Chapmangate, left past the church with the clock showing 4.50pm onto Canal
Lane. Saw the top half of two Romany caravans in someone’s garden before
reaching Seaton Ross. Breckstreet Lane took us to Laytham on traffic free
lanes that skirted Foggerthorpe then back to the main road to Howden.
Another couple of turns onto Pinfold Street before pulling into a layby at
5.30pm.
People made their own way home from here, we headed onto the M62 but
as we neared home the grey clouds started to turn black & we had a little
shower. We decided to leave the motorway & went back through Wentbridge
& fortunately managed to avoid the rain & arrived home dry. Unfortunately I'm
told that some of the other members didn't & encountered thunder as well as
heavy rain.
It was nice to see a few members who hadn't ridden with us for a
while & we hope to see you all again soon.
Thanks to Malc for leading & George & Sheila & Bob & Carole for
sweeping.
Another good day with some good roads & GREAT company.
Carole

12 August Hawes Creamery

For the forth or fifth consecutive week we rode into North Yorkshire into
Whitley and past the car boot sale. Turned onto the M62, leaving at 32A and
joined the A1(M). The weather was a little breezy with the sun peeping
through the clouds occasionally. Crossed the River Ure before stopping for
petrol at Leeming Bar.Services at 11.35am. Stayed for 15-29 minutes to
stretch our legs then headed to Aiskew. We got caught in queuing traffic here
as we rode up Bridge Street to the junction where we took a right turn to
Bedale.
Rode past the BMX bike park & through the village where there seemed to
be a cricket match on -- think I saw a sign saying Crakehill vs Emmerdale
(though I may be wrong). Over the bridge to Crakehill & in to Richmondshire &
into the country riding on main roads. Next to Patrick Brompton riding on
twisting roads having to dodge quite a bit of roadkill to Constable Burton,
through the trees & over another bridge where it became cloudy. Did you see
the old Vincent motorbike?
Harmby next with views to the left, past Yorkshire Dales Caravan Park, past
Leyburn Station, turned left & rode downhill with the views still to the left but
also in front. Still on twisting roads to Wensley we passed the church at
12.25pm then through more trees in the Yorkshire Dales National Park. West
Witton next where the views now spread out to the right - did you see the
Castle/Stately Home in the centre of the hillside -- can't remember its name -I know I was told, but that was 12 months ago. Past the AA box to Aysgarth
riding up & down hills giving us more panoramic views.

We followed the stream on our left for a while before seeing the old green
bus that said "Wensleydale Vintage Tours" on its sign. Into Worton turning left
just before Bainbridge & onto narrower roads leading us to a single twisting

,winding track in the countryside - yes it did have grass, gravel & muck on but
that’s what you get in the country lol. The large body of water was on the right
& was glinting in the sun, which was now shining. We turned left & travelled
upwards before pulling in at Stalling Busk -- didn't know if we were lost (as if)
or had stopped at a pub, a farm or someone’s house. Parked up on a gravel
driveway at 12.50pm & went & ordered drinks at the top door but more
interestingly was the inside of the other door. This was where all the locally
produced jams & pickles were for sale -- dull -- yes -- but it was also the
place for sampling said goods. The range & combination of these was great,
here’s just a few Honey Fudge Sauce, Lemon Curd & Advocate & Lavender
Jams & Soft Cheese Lovers Red Onion & Apple Chutney. There were also
cakes for sale -- Parkin, Date & Walnut & some fudge pieces - either vanilla or
chocolate. After sampling many & purchasing a few we left at 1.30pm &
returned the same way to the end of the track then turned left, over the bridge,
past the village green & another left to the A684 main road to Hawes.
Rode over the two cobbled sections of road, saw more old bikes -- BSA &
Norton then through the busy town & turned left up to Wensleydale Creamery
where we pulled in at 1.55pm. Some went to the cafe, some ate pre-prepared
food whilst others walked down into town for fish & chips. Went inside the
creamery to the cheese shop -- more free samples -- loved the caramelised
onion & cheddar but hated the strawberries & cream one.
Bob & I decided to go at 3pm & rode home through Settle & Burnsall
where we had a few sharp showers -- we got home around 6.45pm.
The main ride left at 3-30pm & I'm told got in around 6pm.
Another good ride (not keen on the motorway section but the other roads
made up for that) decent weather & as ever GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Don & Roxanne for leading & George & Sheila & Ian & Lynne
for sweeping.
Carole
19th August Goathland
13 bikes rode out through Whitley, past the George &Dragon, past the car
boot sale, over the M62 &Whitley Lock & onto the A19. Along past
Eggborough Power Station to Chapel Haddlesey and over the water to Burn,
then over Selby Swing Bridge where the canal boats on the river looked very
colourful. It was quite cloudy and breezy with not much blue sky in evidence
around here.
I spotted an old black car as we reached Escrick before proceeding to
Deighton & Crockey Hill passing the Strawberry Fields Tea Rooms after which
we joined the A64. At this point in the ride a little white lining was called for
due to the volume of traffic queueing up to the lights but needs must. We

pulled into the Highwayman at 11.30am half an hour ahead of schedule to find
one member already waiting there. As drinks & refreshments were ordered
the Duckponders arrived bringing our total to 18 but another member had to
leave unexpectedly so 17 now. Left here just before 12pm & straight into more
traffic, another member picked us up here so back to18. It got cloudier as we
turned left onto the back roads, past the woods - did you see the Army men
with their guns in there.?
Turned right past the Queen Elizabeth Barracks then got stuck behind a
tractor in Strensall so pulled in after a left turn to regroup. Rode on past York
Meadow Caravan Park to Sheriff Hutton -- did you all notice the Castle ruins?
-- & in to the countryside giving us all around views. We were riding on a long,
straight, bumpy road taking us under the trees travelling up & downhill with the
roads now twisting around. Another old Elliot Ness type black car passed us
as we rode upwards again, giving us more panoramic scenery.
Next left to Hovingham on Pasture lane to Stonegrave & past the thatched
cottage -- all the houses in this village were built of stone - hence the village
name I presume. Now the views were on our left, the weather was getting
cooler & duller as we carried on climbing & the views alternating as we wove
around. Had a couple of rain spots as we entered Sproxton but they
amounted to nothing.

Pulled in to the garage in Helmsley for fuel before parking up in the square,
paid our £1.30 & headed off for sustenance. Just before we departed from
here I presented Gary R with a Volleyball Olympic T-shirt which he put on
over his own & proudly wore it for the rest of the day. We left at 1.30pm minus
2 riders, so 16 of us turned left out of Helmsley into North Yorkshire onto wet

roads to Newgate Bank riding downhill (more great scenery) on winding drying
roads. The sun came out as we reached Hagg End Farm & rode into
Hambleton District passing a green telephone kiosk. We were still riding on
nice winding roads when 3 sports bikes rode past going the opposite way, I
was reminded of traffic lights as the bikes were in order -- red, yellow & green
in colour with the riders dressed to match.
On through Chopgate then a sharp right downhill on a single, wet, mucky,
bendy, & bumpy track that led us to Ingelby Greenhow before turning onto a
wider, drier road to Battersby did you notice the monument of some kind on
the brow of the hill to our right?. Under the bridge to Kildale, over a bridge &
onto the Moors where there were many sheep alongside the road. The purple
heather was beginning to outdo the greeny brown moorside. Commondale
next then the top road to Castleton, under another bridge then a left turn -did anyone notice the large wooden sculpture of the owl?.
Onto Strait Lane to Danby & uphill once more (quite breezy hereabouts) in
to the Borough of Redcar & Cleveland & to the main road. We rode past
Scaling Dam where the yachts were out in force then returned to smaller roller
coaster lanes to Lealholm where I saw the sign for Fry Up (dont know if this
was the 1st,2nd or 3rd time). Glaisdale, Limber Hill next then under Egton
Bridge with the ever widening stream on our right. Still on winding, twisting up
& down lanes past Randy Mere that led us finally in to Goathland just before
3pm. Parked up & went for drinks & ice-creams & a well earned stretch of the
legs & had a laugh about the number of times we'd seen the Fry Up signs.

We left at 3.50pm leaving 7 bikes here to make their way home but 9 of us
continued after having to push start one bike. Turned left & rode under the
arched low bridge over the A169 past RAF Fylingdale in to Ryedale District.
Next past the Legendary Saltersgate Inn (thats what the sign said) that was all
boarded up. A sweeping fairly fast free flowing road next before hitting more
traffic so more white lining was called for up to Pickering -- apparently
according to Mave who was today riding pillion with Malc we white lined past
108 cars ( that’s got to be some sort of record & will take some beating).
Onto Malton with the Church clock showing 4.25pm near the traffic lights on
Old Maltongate. Norton next, another bridge,past the quarry, left downhill
giving us more views as we rode back in to the country. Over two more
bridges into Buttercrambe - had a little shower here but nothing much again
then returned to the main road to Gate Helmsley & York. It got quite windy &
smelly here due to the muck spreading. To the A1079 dual carriageway to
Fulford then back on the A19 returning through the same villages that we had
ridden throiugh at the start of the ride.
Another good day out with some nice roads & lovely scenery & the
company of GREAT friends.
Thanks to Bob & Carole for leading & Geaorge & Sheila & Malc & Mave
for sweeping.
Carole
26th August Saltburn.
24 bikes left promptly at 10.30 am and just for a chanve (LOL) rode into North
Yorkshire, Whitley, past the boot sale & over the A19, over Whitley Lock past
Eggborough into Chapel Haddlesey & over the bridge to Burn. On past the
boarded up pub next to the river onto the dual carriageway where the back
few riders stopped to rescue a lost pig. Still on familiar roads over Selby
Swing Bridge to Escrick where we got behind a little traffic, past the fish
sculpture to Desighton & Crockley Hill & past Strawberry Fields Cafe. We
joined the A64 & rode over the river to Askham Byron & left to the A1237
where we saw our first bit of blue sky, the breeze must have blown some of
the clouds away.
Along by the Wetherby Whaler then left on Rawcliffe Landing past Shelton
Park Golf Club taking us into the Hambleton District of North Yorkshire. Now
on the A19 to Shipton by Benningborough where the sun came out as we
rode through the village & in to the countryside. We turned left by the
Easingwold Maize Maze to the main road where Jeff says he saw a little black
pig running along the roadside, no one else saw this. The white Horse was
visible on the hillside to our right as we continued to Thormanby & Birdforth
before pulling in for our first stop at Thirsk Garden centre at 11.55am. We
were met by another rider here.

Once teas, coffees & delicious scones & cakes were consumed we left at
12.30pm minus one bike (so still 24) & rode onto the A19. The sun was
shining as we passed the old car in the lay by, then turned left to the A172
giving us great views of Rosebury Top & Captain Cooks Monument. Turned
on to Helmsley Road & stopped for fuel at Stokesly. Mobile again we rode
onto narrower roads with more all round views continuing on nice back lanes
to the North Yorkshire Moors. Rode under a bridge & on to roller coaster
roads to Kildale then over the railway.
Still travelling up & down hills with the heather seeming even more prevalent
than it was here last week. Keeping a close eye on the roadside sheep we
rode on to Commondale where the back of the group could see the front
riders stretched out in front of them. Did you notice the cyclist having a
breather half way up the hill sat in the salt box? Turned left at the next junction
(turned right last week ) where it got a bit cooler as the sea came into sight on
our right & Lockwood Beck was on our left. On the A171 & the dual
carriageway then a series of roundabouts & downhill through the trees turning
left over the bridge & back to winding country lanes that led us to Saltburn by
the Sea. We got held up on Marske Mill Lane turning right past the church
showing 1.45pm then down a bendy road into Saltburn. We parked up at the
rear of the fish shop (tricky parking) with the sun now well & truly shining - the
locals/holidaymakers were wearing shorts whilst some of us were wearing
waterproof waterproofs.
A few members went for a walk along the pier, saw the knitted dolls tied to
the pier rails -- I believe they depicted the Olympians as I saw dolls like
swimmers, runners weightlifters to name but three. I'm told that these just
appeared overnight & no one knows who put them there.

We left here at 3.10pm after members helped each other out of the car park &
rode uphill on Saltburn Lane, a nice twisting lane up to the main road. A few
grey clouds were about now as we got to Carlin How then under the railway to
Stillingrove, downhill, more twisting roads then up to Loftus. Down again
giving us more sea views to Staithes & right to Dalehouse & Roxby on
narrowing track climbing & descending, twisting & turning.
The sun came out as we passed the weather vane on top of an old tree
about 12 feet up. Past Turton Cottages, the date showing 1858 before turning
left to the main road past Scaling Dam & its yachts into Redcar & Cleveland to
the A171. Another left to North Yorkshire where a sheep was laid down in
front of the stone sign almost obstructing it. There were more all round views
as we rode along this road. A u-turn was then called for much to the
amusement of the locals, then turned at the Duke of Wellington pub & once
again on to up hill & down dale roads. The Fry Up sign was pointed out by a

couple of members (but we only saw it once - not 3/4 times like last week lol).
Castleton next going up on Primrose Hill,through the village to the top road. At
this point the black clouds were in evidence & the roads were wet as we
continued past the Cat & Fiddle & Blakey Bank to Hutton le Hole.
The roads dried off as we rode back to the main road & into Kirbymoorside
where we pulled in for petrol at 4.20pm. On through Nawton to Helmsley
where we turned down past the square then left just before Sutton bank to
Sproxton & into the Howardian Hills & Oswaldkirk. Down past Hunters Row
Cottages then right on a narrow lane where we parked up on the roadside
near Ampleforth College Golf Club at 4.40pm. We went into the field to look at
& watch the working model railway & just managed to get a cuppa before the
ladies closed the tea rooms at 5pm. The rain that had threatened us earlier
now arrived so we made our way back to the bikes & donned waterproofs. We
left the Duckponders here to make their own way home & we continued to
Stillington & Sutton before joining the A64. Martin pulled in to a lay by around
here & said we were free to leave the ride whenever we required.
Thanks to Martin for leading & Kevin & Lesley, Malc & new recruit Steve A
for back marking.
Another great ride with great roads & the company of GREAT friends & the
rain held off till 5pm & then it didn't rain all the way home.
Saltburn is a place I'd never heard of but I liked it & another visit is called
for.
Carole

St Leger Chapter History September 2013
1st Hawes
On a somewhat cooler morning 15 bikes headed out onto the M18 then the
A1 & over the motorway- dull and windy here. On through Barnsdale Bar &
past Ferrybridge One bike left for Squires) so now 14. Then a perculiar thing
happened, we overtook 17 sports bike with a token Harley in their midst who
were sauntering on in the slow lane. Onwards & through the second fragrant
stretch of road (it stunk). Did you notice all the bikes travelling in the opposite
direction in 2s, 3s and groups, all with luggage, wonder where they'd been or
were going to?

We were following the signs for Lightwater Valley before turning off at
junction 51 & pulling in to Leeming bar services at 11.30am for a leg stretch,
fag break, fuel top up & toilet stop. We met another member here so we were
now back to 15 bikes. Left here after 20 minutes turning left, over the level
crossing to Aiskew & over another level crossing to Beadale. Rode uphill in
slow moving traffic taking a right past the Golf Club & along by the Cricket
Match in progress. Now into the countryside on the A684 to Crakehill & by the
white lion statues.
Continued by the pond with the stream to our left & through the village in to
Richmondshire where we got stuck behind not one but two tractors for a while.
Some great scenery around these parts. Constable Burton was followed by
Harmby & Leyburn where we turned left & rode downhill. Did you see the

group of people sat on top of the banking to our right handside? It was quite
gusty but the all round views were great. Wensley came next riding downhill &
over the river & in to the Yorkshire Dales National Park Area. West Witton
took us to Swinithwaite & down a 1 in 10% decline passing the AA box on the
left with the views now alternating from left to right. This road led us to
Aysgarth on some nice winding lanes keeping the river to the right that was
also twisting & turning.
Managed to get behind a motor home which took a while for the group to
overtake. Who saw the ram with the yellow vest on the right hand roadside?(
not a real one of course lol). Turned left on to a narrowing roller coaster back
lane with the lake on the right as we rode downhill. Past a couple of farms &
many fields of sheep before taking another left & once again riding uphill till
we came to Stalling Busk. We parked up opposite the farm that sells Raydale
Preserves at 1.10pm. Walked into the building & began sampling the jams,
marmalades, pickles & chutneys - the Soft Cheese Lovers Red Onion & Apple
Chutney seeming to be one of the favourites.

Purchases made, bikes turned around on the tricky gravel surface & we
were mobile once again at 1.30pm. We rode out onto more narrow lanes with
gravel centres & passed the Lake -- Semer Water - which was very quiet (due
to the cool weather I suppose) expect for all the ducks. Uphill on a 25% incline

& over the river into Countersett, then a right & left still travelling upwards to
Burtersett, but what goes up must come down so now we were going downhill
on more roller coaster roads before rejoining the main road that took us to
Hawes. Rode over the cobbles then through an unusually quite Hawes village
turning left uphill & then left again into the cheese factory just before Gayle
(the village not a person) at 2.20pm & this is where we waved goodbye to the
group. Please continue someone.
Another good day out once off the motorway, the weather could have
been better but it didn't rain, the scenery was great, the pickles & jams
excellent & all in the company of GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Don for leading & Charlie & Tony L for sweeping.
Carole
8th Peaks Tour
17 bikes headed on the M18 then the M1- the weather was sunny but quite
breezy. Rode by the wind turbines on the right & then Woodhall Services &
onwards into Derbyshire where we were treated to some nice scenery in front
of us. Turned off the motorway at Junction 29 onto the dual carriageway to
Chesterfield "Market Town). Under the bridge to the traffic lights where the
group got split & we got more stretched out because some of us had to wait
quite a long time to turn right at more lights near Saint Augustine Church.

The A632 came next then we turned on to Acorn Ridge followed by Walton
Back Lane where we pulled in to regroup before riding out to the country side.
We rode downhill on some nice winding roads then uphill on narrower lanes
then downhill again which brought us to Holymoorside. Passed the football
match in progress then took a left onto a bumpy road taking us through a very
long section of trees. It was quite dark here as the trees blocked off most of
the light. Carried on past some nice houses with a right taking us onto a wet
road but more views. A single track next & under more trees with views now
wrapping around in front of us. It got a little cold at this point where the only
things moving apart from ourselves were sheep & a couple of cyclists.
Another right led onto a wider road with many parked cars & many walkers.

Still riding on twisting roads that gave us great views down into the valley
as we travelled downhill. Had to slow down a few times due to meeting a
couple of cars going in the opposite direction with the roads not being very
wide. We got stuck behind a car as we neared Beeley but thankfully he took a
left & we took a right. Did you see the 7/8 Harleys on the main road -- a
chapter ride out perhaps! Over the river we headed towards Chatsworth were
we rode through the grounds - did you see the deer on the right?

There were now more clouds (a lot of them dark) than sky as we exited
Chatsworth where we managed to stuck again this time behind a motor home
that was leaving a trail of water in its wake. Baslow next & a left on to Church
Lane then through the village to Calver passing Donkey Lane (hee haw, hee
haw - couldn't resist lol). The group got split once again at more traffic lights
so we pulled in near Froggatt garage to wait. Off again (no pushing Dave G
this year though). Rode into Grindleford, over the river then went left down
under the trees to the station where we parked up at 12pm. A few people
were seen to be rubbing their hands together - don't know whether it was
because they were anticipating bacon butties or because their hands were
cold - the latter I believe as they were cupping their hands around the coffee
mugs once served. Some members went in the cafe for T C P & food whilst
others ate & drank their own refreshments & watched a couple of trains
passing through the 1893 Totley Tunnel.

We left here at 12.35pm turning left at the top - more grey clouds - riding
back into Derbyshire. Along by the ice cream van at Surprise View - the
scenery to our left now as we rode down to Hathersage where we stopped for
petrol. A dropped bike here just beyond the garage - missed footing on the
pavement I think but no harm done. Onwards to Bamford & Glenbrrok turning
left on to Brough Lane Head & over a river to Bradwell. Did you notice the old
Mini for sale on the road side & the sheep all grouped together near the gate
on the opposite side? Another right by The Anchor "A 15th Century Inn"
quickly followed by two lefts with 4/5 riders just missing the second one &
having to turn around.
Into Tideswell & on a single track to Litton then Bottom Hill Road with the
skies still darkening. Millers Dale next with the stream to the left, through more
trees then a few other turns took us along by the field with the hang gliders think they may just have landed. Rode back on to some twisting roads with
nice sweeping bends to Bierlow Bar & under the railway bridge. Through the
dry valley next to Glutton Bridge & in to Staffordshire " The Creative County".
Longnor came next on roller coaster roads where for the third time the group
got separated, we were alone as we waited for the traffic lights to change &
must have been there a good 2/3 minutes with no sign of anyone behind us.
One bike caught up as we reached the marker pointing left (we did warn her
that the others were quite a while behind).

Down to Hulme End, past the Hereford Cattle Centre & into the Derbyshire
Dales. We arrived in Hartington & parked up at 1.45pm & this is where two
bikes left the group & headed home. Not sure how long it was before the
group finally got back together - sure someone will fill this bit in when they
finish the report (pretty please).

Another good ride out with stunning scenery, great roads, weather could
have been warmer but no rain & as always GREAT FRIENDS.
Thanks to Graham & Angela for leading & George & Sheila & Martin &
Julie for sweeping.
Carole
15th Mods n Rockers
Despite the weather, thanks to Martin/Julie,(leading) Tom, Clive/Caz, Metal
micky, Tony/Chris, Tony O’hara, Wiggy, Mave, Malc, Lee, (sweeping), for
braving the forecast, in what turned out to be a cracking day. Leaving the old
dealership we headed via the back roads to XCape near Pontefract. There a
few scooters were already there. More turned up over the next hour, until they
totalled 60. The police were also there in force (very friendly). Enjoying coffee

and chatting to the scooter riders we soon bonded, both looking at each
other's machines. Change of plan we decided to join them in a 20 mile ride
out, with some of their guys and the police blocking all junctions and
roundabouts. In the headwind some of the scooters with 2 up were struggling
to achieve 40mph. Arriving at the railway pub "on mass" we mingled again
with the scooter guys and the police. It was all very friendly and they were
most appreciative of our support. Leaving at 3.30 to try and avoid the rain, we
all managed to get home reasonably dry.

Notable achievements by St Leger’s members were,
Lee and a scooter rider were scrapping, with the police trying to separate
them.

Martin was handcuffed by the police, Julie offered the police £10 for the key to
the handcuffs.
Wiggy Sue pinched a policeman’s helmet.

16th Social Night Glasshouse
22nd Saddleworth and Surrounding What Nots
So what a turn out, 68 bikes or there abouts

, Mavis got cramp taking the

register and ran out of ink twice and had to re-heel a boot at some stage.
Some of you must have thought I’d gone crazy for a minute when I took the
motorway , going against all my beliefs I decided it is the best way to get to
the end of Balby road, pity I did’nt mention it at the pre ride brief (take not
Roger). But from here the roads were all quite big with white lines and stuff,
and it cuts all the traffic lights out on Balby Road and the steep hill at the
beginning, so you see thinking all the time how to make your ride more of a
pleasure. Onwards towards Conisbourough and the castle on the right and
then through to Hooton Roberts with superb views on the right of South
Yorkshire, a real treat for those from Hull and the surrounding area, and a pick
up at Wentworth for the local rif-raff and wastes and strays, past the
Rockingham Arms, a tear in my eye as we went past in the knowledge the
barmaid would be pouring two pints of Old Peculier on hearing the sound of
Harleys only to be disappointed. Over the hills to Birdwell and Thurgoland and
the A629 to Penistone and the worst road of the day for bumps n pot holes,
Thurlstone saw us take a right turn on the Manchester road and through the
cross roads, now not far from Holmefirth, into the town and a tricky little
manoeuvre to take us up to Compo’s fish and chip emporium. I bet they were
rubbing there hands when they saw us all standing in a line like a bunch of old
women waiting for the toilet when the coach drops off, Di (no reference to old
women) had a childhood favourite (good memory) and ordered a spam fritter,
some of us singing the Monty Python song in the que, spam spam spam
spam.
Over the hill and the moors to pick up the wonderful view of Yeoman Hey
and Dove Stone reservoirs to the left, at the bottom of the hill we came in to
Delph, Denshaw and onwards to Milnrow and the Steam Engine museum, did
anyone see the little digger in the field to the right (that ones for Carole),
looking a bit on the closed side I wondered off to see if we could get access,
these folk are Lancastrians, a strange type, but after whoever invented
Yorkshire realised he could,nt improve on perfection he took the piss and
invented Lancashire and made it rain all the time so the clouds were dry when
they reached us lot. We have been asked back next year on a full steam on
day, now for those of you who saw the wheel inside just imagine it turning at
full speed, for those who stayed outside you would have seen Spud/Lulu,
Clive, Scottish Mick/Michy, hoggin the camera as photo’s were being snapped
left right and center and a small group photo complete with the well travelled
chapter flag, well done Kaz what would we do without you.

Don’t worry not much more now, Hollingworth Lake was the sea side place
with the sailing boats and the biker pub, Littleborough saw the gateway up to
the moors, the reservoir on our right with the blocked road was the route but
as it was closed so we had to go through Ripponden and follow the M62
where the farm house is in the middle, across the motorway and the real
moors, back to Denshaw, we went through here on the way to the Museum,
and up over the tops, stunning views to our right up here and what a lot of
water storage, the highest bridge over the motorway with a very long drop
below took us to Elland and the petrol stop just outside Huddersfield, one or
two left us here. The ice-cream farm was calling with a quick ten minute run to
the car park full of cars and chickens and goats and a cow, and once again
the que was enormous with Mally dribbling like a Hull City footy player, yes
badly, we all got our ice-creams with some trying a short cut and sitting in the
café, sneaky buggers. To the motorway and the way home with the Ponders
going left while we all went straight on, some finishing at the Rockingham
Arms believe it or not.
Thanks to Tom and Steve for a superb text book back marking job, the bird on
the telly for the nice weather, Spud/Lulu for having a great day out with us,
Mally for not going off road again, Di for not hitting me to hard, Compo’s for
the fish n chips, the cows for the ice-cream, Kaz for the stunning and very
professional photo’s, Clive for errrrm well he must have done summat, Jeff for
waking up the dead, Suzie Babe for getting her bike sorted and no more
wineing on about this that and the other, Scottish Mick for catching the penny I
dropped before it hit the floor, and to everyone who made this a superb day
especially my missis who puts up with me, ride safe, Martin
29th Roger's first ride

The weather forecast was good and thirteen bikes left the old dealership
following Roger on his first ride out. Onto the M18 and then north up the
A1(M) to Wetherby services where Hayley and Chris joined the group. We
then went up the A168 which runs parallel to the A1 to Dishforth and then rejoined the A1. Leaving the A1 at Catterick we
followed a B road through Brompton-on-Swale to Richmond Market place for
a lunch stop. The Market place was very busy so we moved the bikes to the
long stay car park.
After lunch we rode to Reeth and then turned north into Arkengarthdale.
There is a village called Booze just along here. Miles of open moor, lots of
sheep, and fantastic views took us to The Tan Hill Inn which is the highest in
Britain and has its own coal mine. We turned south here with a quick stop to
admire the view and play American football - you had to be there!
We then dropped down to Keld in Swaledale. Roger looked very pleased that
everyone had negotiated the two tricky hairpin bends safely. We were
thankful that no traffic was coming towards us at that point as we had to go
right over onto the wrong side of the road.
Swaledale is the loveliest of the Yorkshire dales and today it looked fantastic
with the sunshine highlighting the dry stone walls and the numerous little
barns dotted around the hillsides.
After Keld we rode through Thwaite, Muker and Gunnerside and then back to
Reeth. It would have been good to stop for photos at the sign for Crackpot!
Just a brief glimpse of the suspension bridge over the River Swale.
A short stop at Reeth where an unfortunate car driver had wrecked the front
end of his car by driving into a raised plinth in the car park. The Market
Square is a popular spot to sit and admire the views of Fremington Edge.
Over the moors past the impressive Grinton Lodge and down to Leyburn. Did
anyone notice the signs at the Biker Group premises? Another missed photo
chance. Some of the group left for an early finish at the Leyburn petrol stop.
The rest of us continued through East Witton to a farm where they make their
own ice cream. It is Brymor ice cream at High Jervaulx Farm. If you have not
been here before it is well worth making a detour for.
After ice cream, which we had to buy ourselves, as the treasurer refused our
requests for two scoops each it was down to Ripon, alongside the canal, and
then south to Wetherby Services where the ride ended.
This was a long day - I left home at 9am and got back just before 8pm but
what a fabulous day. We certainly saw the Yorkshire Dales at their best.
Well done Roger for organising a fabulous route and so pleased we got such
good weather.

Carole - come back soon - I know my report is no match for the detail you put
in!
Finally apologies to Roger and George for lashing up the last few miles. My
first time as back marker and I arrived first at the finishing point! I can only put
it down as a senior moment!
Overall a great day with good company and good to have Sue back too.
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5th Ride to the Wall

6th Bingley 5 locks and Murgatroyds
As rides go, I didn't think this was one of my best, when the first part anyway
and at the Rockingham Arms de-brief a few points were raised as we chilled,
too fussy at the first part with all the built up places. Yup I agree but the roller
coaster ride road was ace, the one just up from the five locks, and I could
have used a couple more drop offs later on, all good points and now the write
up.

From the dealers we headed up the M18 and the A1 getting off at the
Barnsley road and navigated the town centre, won't do that again, and so off
into the countryside over to Brighouse stopping for a bum break half way.
Another town centre in Brighouse then up over the tops, good views from here
and a right turn took us on a winding road into Bingley and the road parking
for the five lock rise cafe, tea, coffee and snap were consumed and then off
for a photo shoot, a little spoilt today as Robert and Kaz were clicking in force,
even Spud got in on the act with his video camera. Up the hill now as hunger
was spreading like wild fire amongst the crew, an ugly bunch when their
hungry, and not much better when their fed
rolling roads up here and views
to our left heading to Guisley and our second stop at Mergatroyds. Fish n
chips some with mushy peas were not enough for Talc n Wave as two
specials were ordered, he may have been confused with the pensioner
special, who knows, but very tasty they were and quite filling.

Under the tunnel, that was for Jeff, and down to Poole a familiar road to us
and heading for the Harewood Estate and a left turn onto the road which
takes you to the A1, the numbers were decreasing from here as some went
onto the A1 and an early bath, for us it was across country over to squires,
with some one going his own way, sorry Tony a marker wouldn't have gone
amiss, but eventually all together again we arrived at Squires for a brew and a
chat. Again from here one or two made their own way back, as the rest went
for fuel and the M62, three took the motorway home while the rest headed at
great speed over to Wentworth and the Rockingham Arms for a chill and debrief, a good thing as all is still fresh and the people are honest enough to say
what they think, a good way to finish the day.

Thanks to Dave for being highly visible, and Dean for roughly knowing the
route, my new seat is great, I am writing this sat on the bike in the garage,
thanks also to the weather girl for being slightly wrong and all who attended.
Next week is still free as I am in Cyprus soaking up some rays and drinking
beer, posting will be somewhere if anyone wants it, 1st come 1st served, the
week after will be posted on Tuesday 8th, have a good ride next week and
dont worry I'll be back soon, cheers Martin
now where's my suitcase.
The Ride-out has been taken so your in safe hands with Roger
Martin
13th Rally Site Research
Thank you Malc and Mally for scuppering my rideout to Scarborough. The
alternative to filth bikes and wet clothes was brilliant.
An excellent venue as proposed rally site and just for the record Mr Moo's
icecream is worth a visit.
Roger

20th Bluebell Peaks Ride
I would just like to start by thanking Lee, Mick (Metal) and Mick Swales for the
pillions seats they gave for these very deserving ladies. I would have thanked
them publicly at the social but I was away again, and also a big thank you to
all those who braved the weather forecast and made this a memorable day for
the four who joined us.

From the dealers it was down the motorway for a short way to Sheffield and
the parkway across to Dronfield where we were met by our reception
committee, now to say these ladies were keen is an under statement, as they
went out and bought themselves helmets just for the day out, and raided their
brothers wardrobe for the jackets, he was the one with the video camera.
From here, by the way we had to pull Mick and Lee apart as they were
arguing as to who would take the "Harley Model" first, I had spent five minutes
looking for a blonde lass only to discover she had taken her wig off and was
now a brunette, so off we went through Dronfield advoiding the local road
closure. Owler Bar was the funny round-a-bout thing which took us across to
the Fox House Hotel and the two left turns, it was here that the camera man
didn't drop off so I just hoped the next rider picked up the marker, but we all
made it down to the cafe at Grindleford for tea and coffee, the ladies were all
high as kites by this time.

Off again to our next stop with a change of pillion for all, a left turn at Carver
and going via the gorgeous road through the Chatsworth House estate, a nice
man let us all out at the junction on the A6 to take another left on to the
B5056, this is where we picked up the horse box doing 20-30mph for the full
13 miles of our next road, for those of you who questioned why I didn't
overtake him, here it is, if I go around him then I must rely on three or four
coming with me to mark the route, and also I can see the road shape on the
sat-nav and with a very enthusiastic young lady moving around on the back it
was wise to stay and ride slower but safer, sometimes you have to way things
up and be sensible you know. At the junction of the Ashbourne road we lost
him (yipee) and this is where I gave the young lady a little taste of what she
wanted with a squirt on the throttle the grip tightened and the screams rang
out, yes I had taken a model to the point of ecstasy for just a few minutes, a
moment she will never forget but we take for granted but it all had to end as
we reached our right turn into Tissington Village and stop number two. Here
Gillian wanted a photo shoot so arranged us on the step of Tissington Hall,
but before the photo she gave us a little thank you speech and some
background as to what her life is all about with the Bluebell connection, you
know we don't know how lucky we are do we.

The word had got out about my antics and the next pillion asked if she would
be going fast as well, but not for a little while as most wanted the tunnel at

Ecton to be part of the ride, this would make us a tad late but what the heck, if
your going to give some special people a treat then cram as much in as you
can, so off we went. Now Jeff had been giving lessons by the sound of thing
as rumblings were all around a quick turn around some where safe and then
back through, this time being filmed by the camera man on the exit, heading
back to the A515 via Hartington the cheese village. Across to Tideswell and
then Bradwell and the petrol stop at Bamford and the last pillion swop, and
again the request for a little speed from my new girlfreind, its the first time I've
given three different woman what they want in a long time, back to Owler Bar
and the rain we had been avoiding all day finally caught us and our arrival at
Harleyworld came just in time. Burgers and soup were on offer and a warm
shop, the end of the ride for our guests with thanks from every one and a very
fond memory for the ladies, the rain stopped and waterproofs were put on for
the trip home, some making their own way while the rest were taken back to
the M1.
As ever a big thank you to the back markers Dave and Tom, and to all on the
ride, the ladies will no doubt be in touch and I will pass all info on to you as I
get it, can I take this opportunity to also thank the committee for giving us the
chance to do things like this as they often get over looked in the work they do,
for now that's it, ride safe and see you for the photo shoot, cheers Martin
21st Social Night, welcome back Ian and Ady
27th Photo Shoot and Meal
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9th A night at the Dogs
18th Social Night

St Leger Chapter History December 2013
8th Toy Run
On a cool yet not cold winter morning, the sound of V-twins could be heard
from all points of the compass across the Doncaster area, and from further
afield came the dedicated riders, some even breathing fire, although not
intentionally. Yes good people it was the St Leger HOG toy run once more.
Our traditional end of season ride and good deal of pressie giving to the
needy. A new venue was the social services at the Lee Greasley building in
the heart of Donny where half the pressies were to be donated.
Around 21 bikes left the Glasshouse Pub carpark under the safe guidance of
Uncle Tom (Santa)

with his assistant George (Santa)

bringing up the rear end. The Leeds boys came down with their van (Santas)

and Malc (Santa)

was to be their guide.

So, Santas, elves

and Christmas Puddings

set off at a steady pace through the streets of Donny waving to the cheery
people on the pavements and bringing a smile or two to those faces we
passed.
First stop was in the middle of Donny and the fountain was turned on for
some picture taking

, a little natter and some catching up was done before we headed off around
Donny and through the tunnel, twice, and then onto the Doncaster Royal
Infirmary kiddies ward for our second drop.

More photos and nattering not to mention the waving up at the windows, and
a little change as we didn't walk around the this time so not so long to wait
outside.

All done and dusted we now set off for the Glasshouse and the carvery, once
again superb snap and I showed a little restraint not filling the plate too much
so Bob (Christmas Pudding) got the winner's medal for the biggest plate as
Jeff was not around the table today
Well done to all who came out to play, great job done by Tom (Santa),
George (Santa) and Malc (Santa) with Little Lee (Santa) on present duty, and
a big thank you to Leeds Harley Davidson for bringing their van, a quick turn
around so I can get to the committee meeting as these thing are on-going and
its the AGM social coming up, see you at the Christmas Party, the drinks are
on me after seven anyway, cheers Martin

14th Christmas Party

16th Social Night and AGM at the Glasshouse

